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FOREWORD

The Medical Library hasociation is committed to providing the very best
national assessment mechanism for the profession of health sciences
librarianship, and is moving on many fronts to address the issue of
quality assurance in professional practice. The current Examinations for
Certification and oagistration are an integral part of this effort; the
involvement of mowers of the Association in the process of item
development is essential and very much appreciated.

This manual is s new initiative of the Medical Library Association. Ir
assists members in developing and editing questions for the MLA General
and Area of Concentration Examinations for Certification or Registration
by the Medical Library Association.

In addition to improving the quality of MLA examination item -Priting, the
manual will also help individuals in their in educational and evaluation
endeavors.

Utilize the information and techniques outlined here as part of MLA's
collaborative effort to serve health sciences librarianship and, thereby.
to serve society through education, research and improved patient care.
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PRE-TEST

Directions: nach of the questions below is followed by four or five
selected answers. Select the one that is best and circle the letter which
precedes the answer you prefer.

1. Subject headings are to be assigned to a Look in which the following
subjects are discussed equally:

..Addison's disease

..Adrenal gland neoplasms

..Congenital adrenal hyperplasia

..Deficiency of adrenal cortex hormones

..Hypercorticism

The best MeSH subject heading would be

a. ADRENAL GLANDS
b. ADRENAL GLAND DISEASES
c. ADRENAL GLAND HTPERFUNCTION
d. ADRENAL GLAND HYPOFUNCTION
e. ADRENAL GLAND NEOPLASMS

2. For which of the following statements would the foregoing question be
an acceptable measure?

a. Select appropriate cataloging tools for classification
information

b. Identify appropriate cataloging tools for descriptive
cataloging information

c. Choose appropriate classification numbers from the NLM and LC
classification schedules based on current cataloging practice

d. Choose appropriate subject headings and subheadings based on an
understanding of MeSH vocabulary and principles of organization

3. According to Bloom's taxonomy. the foregoing question is written at
'ihich cognitive level?

a. Knowledge
b. Comprehension
c. Application
d. Analysis
e. Evaluation

4. In the foregoing sample. which of the following is considered the
"key?"

a. MeSH
b. ADRENAL GLAND DISEASES
c. Subject heading
d. Addison's disease

4
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5. In the foregoing 'sample, ADRENAL GLAND HYPERFUNCTION, would be
considered

a. A distracter
b. A content limitation
c. A key element
d. A source
e. A stem

5
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I. CERTIFICATION AND REGISTRATION

Certification and Registration represents the longstanding commitment
of the Medical Library Association to foster excellence in professional
practice by assuring entry-level competence in identified areas of
health sciences librarianship. A voluntary program. it is designed to
provide the candidate with direction in the development of career
goals, to assist in the assessment of skill and knowledge. and to

provide opportunities for the development of a network of supportive
professional acquaintances.

Certification and Registration forms the cornerstone of a program of
career recognition which acknowledges exemplary practice and the
pursuit of excellence through disciplined professional development.

Certification and Registration helps MLA shape the character of the
profession and of professional roles now and in the future.

1



I/. THE EXAMINATION

The MLA Examination for Certification or Registration is but one component
of a comprehensive and collaborative review of professional performance.

The Examination is broad and eclectic, with emphasis on the knowledge that
health sciences librarians ordinarily use in the workplace and on the
issues, thought processes, judgments and tasks that librarians face every
day. The Examination restricts itself to the content relevant to health
sciences librarianship. It does not attempt to test all that an entry
-level librarian might have learned in a graduate program in librarianship.

Candidates for Certification and candidates for Registration write the
same examination. The Examination has two parts, a General Examination
and an Area of Concentration Examination. Both parts of the Examination
consist of multiple choice items based on a defined set of performance
objectives.

A. General Examination

The General Examination assesses knowledge in three areas:

.. the environment of health sciences librarianship

.. public services in the health sciences library

.. technical services in the health sciences library

The General Examination recognizes the core of knowledge that
unifies the profession of health sciences librarianship and
information management.

B. Area of Concentration Examination

The Area of Concentration Examination acknowledges the reality of
individual differences in interest, preparation and work experience.
The examination deals in greater depth and specificity with the
knowledge and skill required in a given area.

The candidate selects an Area of Concentration from among three
options:

.. hospital librarianship

.. public services

.. technical services

Each examination contains a fair mixture of essential content
assessed at several levels of cognitive complexity. Each of the
examinations is relevant to the diverse but typical work settings
for medical librarians. The result is a broad and valid sample o'
knowledge and skill expected of the entry-level health sciences
librarian.
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III. OBJECTIVES FOR PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE

The several dimensions of professional performance to which
Certification and Registration refer are expressed in Objectives or
"statements of expectation" for health sciences librarians.

The performance objective is a device used to make it clear as to how
content is to be used. It states the behavior by which the candidate
will be asked to demonstrate the required skill or knowledge. Action
verbs are used to describe this behavior because they are precise and
unambiguous. And, they reflect the complexity of thinking which is
involved in demonstrating knowledge and skill on the Examinations.

Generally, lower levels of complexity require the recall or recognition
of facts. Intermediate levels require one to apply information in
solving problems, while higher levels expect analysis, synthesis or
evaluation.

The 'Nominations for Certification or Registration refer directly to a
set of objectives which describe behavior expected of an entry level
librarian with two years of experience.

Performance objectives for Health Sciences Librarians are presented in
Appendix I.

5
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IV. TEST ITEMS

A. Basic Considerations

1. Item Terminology

Objective test questions or items are those in which the examinee must
select the one correct or best response from two or more alternatives.
They are "objective" in that the marking process is highly uniform
because the correct response has been determined in advance; the same
score is received regardless of the mechanism used for scoring.
Objective test items may be constructed in a variety of formats (e.g.,
multiple-choice, matching, true-false); however, psychometric research
suggests that multiple choice items are the most reliable and valid of
the objective formats. The MLA General Examination is composed
entirely of multiple-choice questions; this manual is designed to
facilitate proper and effectivo multiple-choice item development.

The following terminology is useful in describing any iter in the
multiple choice format:

MULTIPLE-010ICE ITEM

A test question in which a number of alternative response choices
are given from whi,q1 the correct answer is to be selected. Most
such items on the MLA General Examination use four or five
choices

DISCRETE ITEM

A single multiple-choice question, including the choices

STEM

The initial part of the item in which the task is delineated - a
question, directions, or an incomplete statement

OPTIONS

All the choices in an item

DISTRACTERS

The incorrect options

REY

The correct answer

ITEM SETS

Two or more items based on a common passage, problem, graph,
experiment, chart, or other stimulus materialR



Item Models

Each item on the MLA Examinations for Certification and Registration
is written according to an established set of specifications. These
specifications constitute the "model" for the product4on of
standardized items of equivalent difficulty assessing knowledge and
skill in ways which have been judged appropriate to the examination
and to the performance expected of entry-level librarians.

MLA Item Models are presented as Appendix II.

The following terminology is used in describing the model:

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE

..formalizes the desired behavior using a controlled vocabulary

OENERAL DESCRIPTION

..provides a succinct overview of the set of behaviors to be
described more fully later in the model;

..a one or two sentence description of what is actually expected
of the examinee

CoGMITIVE umrt,

..defines the level of complexity at which the examinee is
expected to think in finding the suitable response to a giver.
item;

..MLA Examination items are written at the following levels of
complexity:

Knowledge

Xnowledge is defined as the remembering of previously
learned material. This may involve the recall of a wide
range of material, from specific facts to complete
theories, but all that is required is the bringing to
mind of the appropriate information. Knowledge represents
the lowest level of learning outcomes in the cognitive
domain.

Comprehension

Comprehension is defined as the ability to grasp the
meaning of material. This may be shown by translating
material from one form into another (words to numbers),
by interpreting material (explaining or summarizing), or
by estimating future trends (predicting consequences or
effects). These behaviors go one step beyond the simple
remembering of material, but still represent relatively
unsophisticated cognitive skill.

11
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Application

Application refers to the ability to use learned material
in new and concrete situations. This may include the ap-
plication of rules, methods, concepts, principles, laws
and theories. Application requires a higher level of
understanding than is expected under comprehension or
knowledge.

Analysis

Analysis refers to the ability to break down material
into its component parts so that its organizational
structure can be understood. This may include the
identification of parts, analysis of the relationship
between parts, and the recognition of organizational
principles involved. Behaviors here represent a higher
intellectual level than application or comprehension
because they require an understanding of both the content
and the structural form of the material.

Evaluation

Evaluation is concerned with the ability to judge the
value of material (statement, statistics, research
rzport, article) for a given purpose. The judgments are
t, be based on definite criteria. These may be internal
criteria (organization) or external criteria (relevance
to the purpose) and the examinee may be expected to
determine the criteria or to appraise conditions
according to them. Behavior at this level is
sophistieated because it incorporates elements of all
earlier categories, with the ad4ttion of conscious value
judgments based on clearly defined criteria.

Synthesis

Synthesis refers to the ability to put parts tolether to
form a new whole. may involve the production of a
unique communication (a paper or a speech), a plan of
operations (research proposal), or a set of abstract
relations (a scheme for classifying information).
Behavior at this level emphasizes creative activity with
major emphasis on problem solving, new patterns of
activity and the development of new structures. The MLA
Examination includes few items requiring th4aking at this
level of complexity.

Samples of questions written at each of the foregoing levels
of cognitive complexity are provided as Appendix lit.

r.
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CONTENT LIMITATIONS

..attempts to narrow the :Intent with which the examinee is
expected to demonstrate ItP., -'?edge or understanding. MLA cites
three options for limitat:o,.

Frees or full text of the content to which the objective
refers

Source citations) for the information needed by the examinee
and from which any questions must derive

Key elements from the content on which especial emphasis will
be placed

ITEM FORMAT

..describes the form in which questions will be presented to the
examinee. For our purposes we are providing further
definitions:

Stimulus attributes

In this section, we must set down rill the influential factor
that constrain the composition of a set of test items.
Anything less than the most rigorous standards of intellectual
scrutiny will result in specifications that are imprecise and,
worse for item writers, misleading.

Response attributes

This component focuses on the examinee's response to the
elements generated Recording to the stimulus attributes
section. Only' selected responses are addressed in MLA items,
that is, responses selected by the examinee from among those
presented as pouential options. Rules must be provided for
determining not only the nature of the correct response, but
also the nature of the wrong answer )ptions.

CRITERION FOR CREDIT

..describes the criteria by which answers are judged. The
correct answer may be the best among several options, each of
which receives partial credit. Or, in another case, only the
correct answer receives credit.

ITEM SAMPLE

..provides an exact example of an item in full compliance with
the foregoing specifications. The sample has three
components:

13
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Directions

An explanation of how the student is to accomplish the item.
Caution is necessary to prevent the directions from exceeding
the demands of the objective to which the item refers.

Item

A discrete presentation including the stem and options (both
distracters and key), presented in that order.

Key

The correct answer. In the item model and in all items sub
mitted, the key is always presented last, for convenient
identification.



IV. TEST ITEMS

B. dints for Writers

1. Preparing the Item-as-a-Whole

The first step in preparing an item for one of the MLA
Examinations is a review of personal experience, knowledge and
skill in health sciences librarianship. Insightful items,
appraising the performance of librarians at the entry-level,
grow out of professional practice well-grounded in the basic
theories of librarianship applied in the unique setting of the
health sciences.

Select an area of interest and thorough understanding,
important to the field and important to the examinee. While
the Performance Objectives in Health Sciences Librarianship and
the MLA Item Models provide direction in the construction of
individual items, they cannot substitute for personal knowledge
and experience on the part of the item writer.

The following comments on the Item -as -a -Whole may be helpful in
preparing to write:

* Use language that is simple, direct and free of ambiguity.
Do not make an item a test of reading ability unless such
is the purpose of the quest:on.

* Keep the purpose of the item clearly in mind. That is, if
you intend to test factual knowledge, do not "dress up"
the item to appear otherwise; if you intend to test
problem-solving skills, be sure that the item cannot be
answered on the basis of factual information alone.

* If you intend for an item to be difficult, make certain
that it is difficult because it requires sophisticated
reasoning - the understanding of a higher level concept,
not becau:e It tests obiscure or esoteric subject matter.
Remember the audience for which the examination is
designed: librarians with two years of experience and a
working knowledge of basic concepts and practices in
health sciences librarianship. Here the MLA Item Models
offer a prototype for direct application.

* Structure the item around one central idea or problem that
is presented in the stem and to which all the options
relate in the same way.

4 1.
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2. Formulating the Stem

The stem is the most important portion of an item, because it
presents the task or problem to the examinee. It, therefore,
must be clearly written in order that examinees know what is
expected of them. If the item requires that the examinee read
the options before the nature of the item can be comprehended,
then the stem is inadequate.

To illustrate the dilemma this poses for the examinee,
consider the following example.

Example 1

Vitamin D:

a. prevents scurvy
b. is an antibiotic
c. is found in milk
d. is also known as niacin

Note here thA:- (1) the abilreviated stem does not convey the
nature of the 7roblem to the examinee; and (2) there is a lack
of homogeneity In the options. The item is poor from the
examinee's vantage point and indicates that the item writer
has not properly formulated what is to be tested.

Consistent with providing the examinee a clear understanding
of what is expected, the stem should not be structured for
"fill-in" responses. Such "breaks" in the stem unnecessarily
impede clarity. An example of this is illustrated below.

Example 2

The profession of is concerned primarily with vision
care

a. optometry
b. podiatry
c. cariiology
d. pharmacy

When several items are based on a single setting or on
stimulus material such as a passage, graphs, or charts, make
sure that each item is independent of the other items in the
set. The examinee is expected to arrive at the answer from
the information provided in the stimulus material not icon
having answered correctly a previous question in tie sEt.
Avoid using distracters in one question that may provide clues
for answering another question in the set. (A nota:lle
exception is that in which an algorithm or specific procedure

16
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is to be tested and where the correctness of a step depends
upon the accuracy of a previous decision or action. Presently,
however, the MLA Item Models do not include such materials.)

MLA Item Models are specific in describing the stimulus
attributes for items. Following those models carefully will
assure the production of items which avoid many pitfalls.

3. Generating Distracter Options

Although the development of the item stem is critical for the
item to contribute to a valid measure of achievement, the
construction of distracters is equally critical but probably
more difficulr. The most obvious purpose of a good distrac-
ter is, in a sense, to camouflage the correct response. As
such, a good distracter will be attractive OT compelling to
the examinee who does not know the correct response or who
has incomplete or superficial knowledge of the material.
While distracters need not be equally compelling, they should
represent an array of errors or misconceptions for a range of
seriousness or crudeness.

One very useful way of generating distracters is to antici-
pate how examinees could independently arrive at logical
though incorrect responses, and the.. to utilize such incor-
rect responses as distracters. As an example of this ap-
proach, consider the example below.

Izanple 1

15 x 5 15 x 5

a. 73 a. 3

b. 74 b. 20

c. 75 c. 55

d. 76 d. 75

The distracters on the left are designed solely to camouflage
the correct response. However, since there is no obviously
rational way to compute the responses in options a, b, and d,
the distracters are ineffective despite their numeric proxi-
mity to the keyed response. In contrast, the corresponding
item on the right contains distracters that bear a rational
but incorrect logic.

Option a would be obtained by solving the problem through
division rather than multiplication

Option b involves the erroneous use of addition



Option c represents the use of multiplication but without
properly carrying the two from the "ones" to the "tens"
column.

This item illustrates a very important principle in genera-
ting distracters: treat distracters as a codification of
incorrect responses that examinees would likely supply if
multiple choices were not provided.

There are two additional considerations for writing distrac-
ters. First, you should not try to "trick" the examinee.
Therefore, do not write distracters with ambiguous or mis-
leading terms. Second, your items should avoid combination
options such as "none of the above," or "all of the above."
These options contain inherent psychometric weaknesses that
lower test reliability and validity.

4. Editorial Considerations

It is important that you review and edit items before submis-
sion. This will lower the incidence of: (1) ambiguities or
other problems preventing the knowledgeable examinee from
responding correctly; and (2) cues that "give away" the
correct responses to a marginal claminee.

The formal review process for the MLA Examinations is discus-
sed in Section V - Review Process. However, some editor-
ial issues are outlined below:

* Options should be independent and mutually exclusive.

* Items asking for a particular course of action should
not solicit the examinee's opinion (What would you do?)
but rather, what the best action is (What should you
do?).

* Avoid using double negatives; they only serve to
confuse. (It makes no sense to ask the examinee to
recognize that it is not true that that William Osler
did not establish the National Library of Medicine.)

* Avoid using absolute qualifiers (e.g., always, never,
totally, completely) in the options, since they do not
allow for the exceptional case and, therefore, usually
provide a clue that the response is incorrect.

* Overly long, qualified and technical options are
typically clues to the correct response. Insure that
each option within a given item is similar in form and
length.

* Options that are not grammatically consistent with the

18
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stem are typically incorrect. Therefore, insure that
each option provides grammatical consistency.
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V. THE REVIEW PROCESS

After a new item has been prepared (following the guidelines set forth
earlier in this manual), it should be submitted to the Editor of the
Examination along with a cover sheet (see Memo to Item %titers, Ap-
pendix IV and Item Submission Vora, Appendix V) which gives the
Panel as much detail as possible about the new item. This detailed
information is essential for an effectivereview by the Editorial Panel
for Certification and Registration Examination. Indicate the part of
the examination for which the item is submitted, either general or area
of concentration. Within those parts, indicate the area for which that
item is intended, e.g., public service, health care environment, etc.
Re sure to identify the specific objective for which the item has been
written and to explain what the item is intended to do. For each
response option, give sufficient detail to explain why ti,dt response is
incorrect or correct. There should be only ONE correct answer; all of
the other responses should be incorrect. Finally, cite exactly the
source in which the correct answer can be found. If this cover sheet
has not been completed, the item will be returned without review until
the needed information has been supplied.

If the cover sheet is in order, the item will be reviewed by a Panel
member for the following criteria:

1. Does the item seem to be appropriate for the specified part of
the examination?

2. Does the item conform to the objective?

3. Does the item meet the model specification for that objec-
tive?

4. Is the item accurate, and does it have only one correct
answer?

5. In the right answer found in the cited source?

6. Does the item seem to be reasonable in view of the stated
objective?

At this point, the Panel member will recommend one of three possible
actions:

1. Accept the item for the data bank.

2. Accept the item with very minor revision (mostly of an
editorial nature).

3. Reject the item and discard it.



The Panel as a whole will review each of the recommendations and will
come to consensus on the disposition of the item. To ensure confiden-
tiality and credibility for the examination, item writers will Lot be
informed of the action taken on individual items. However, each item
will be acknowledged by the Panel, and a list of individuals submitting
items will be published in the ICA Nears.

It will he the responsibility of the Panel to monitor the data bank
continuously to ensure that the items are accurate, current, and at the
proper level. The Panel also will determine objectives for which there
is a shortage of items.

The Panel will work with the Certification Comrittee in determining the
blue print for the examination (number of questions to be included for
each objective) and will select the items to be included on each of the
annral examinations.

21
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POST TEST

1. Using the item which follows, MARK these components

a. Item Stem
b. Options
c. Distracters
d. Key

Sample item:

Listed below are sources which might be used to evaluate a small
hospital library.

a. COmulated Index to Nursing and Allied Health Lit
erature

h. Hospital Library Index
c. A Library of Internists"
d. Medical Nooks and Serials in Print
e. "Selected List of Books and Journals for the Small

Library' (The Brandon List)

Which of the following combinations represents the most useful
tools?

1. A.0
2. A,D
3. B,D
4. H.

5. C,E

2. In MLA Item Models, which of the following defines the subject
matter to be covered in an item?

a. General Description
b. Stimulus Attributes
c. Content Limitations
d. Key Elements

3. Items which expect the examinees to assess value on the basis of
identified criteria are written at which of the tollowing cognitive
levels?

a. Synthesis
S. Evaluation
c. Analysis
d. Applicacion

21



'4. Area of Concencratio^ Examinations will NOT be given in

a. Technical Services
b. Hospital Librarianship
c. Health Care Systems
d. Public Services

5. Item Writers should submit items to

a. Certification Committee
b. Director of Education
c. Editorial Panel of Certification and Registration Exam

ination
d. Local Chapter representatives

3
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APPS fl I

Sample Items by Cognitive Level

KNOWLEDGE (remembering ideas, materials, rules)

Item Sample:

You have been asked to purchase a book called "Physicians an Slcial

Medicine" for your library. The person making the request doesn't know the
Publisher, but thinks the work was published in 1984. Before ordering this
book, you would like to verify the price and the publisner. Which of the
following is not an appropriate source for verifying this information?

1. locks in Print
2. Cumulative Bock Index
3. Medical Books and Serials in Print
4. Forthcoming Becks

Mere the answer is 4. Books in Print would be an appropriate source,

since it provides a listing of titles currently in print. Each entry
includes full bibliographic verification such as author, title, edition,
publisher, place and date of publication, and price. Cumulative Book
Index provides a list of books that can currently be purchased from
Publishers. Medical Books and Serials in Print provides a listing of
titles currently in print. Both include full bibliographic verification
information. Both are appropriate. Only 'Forthcoming Books is not an
appropriate source since it includes titles that have not yet been

Published. There is your correct answer. Nom, of course, you may have
remembered this from your basic course in health sciences bibliography, but
vou could reach the same conclusion by a process of elimination, drawing
upon what you DO remerber to deduce the right answer.

ComPREPENSIOR (understanding the meaning)

Item Savoie

"One aspect of decision-making by patients, namely decisions that give
permission for diagnostic or treatment interventions." For which of the
following is this definition most appropriate?

1. Invasive procedures
2. Ethical dilemma
3. Medical paternalism
4. Informed consent
5. Fiduciary responsibility

Your answer should be 4. Here the task is that of understanding the
meaning of a definition presented in terms which you may not have seen
before. Clues to the meaning may be found in "decision-making,"



"patients." and "permission." Or, you may be well-acquainted with ethical
dimensions of the health care environment and immediately recognized the
terms presented as options more or less appropriate to the definitio.
Using logic might have been helpful in narrowing the choice. Option 5
would likely be eliminated because it deals with another kind of decision,
that of finance or payment of bills. Options 2 and 3 are unsatisfactory,
although related. because they require definitions far broader than the one
given. "Informed consent" is often considered when debating "medical
paternalism.' and crtainly may figure in a discussion of ethical dilemmas
of health care providers. The definition given fits option 4 perfectly; no
other option is suitable.

APPLICATION (combining what you know to deal with a problem of situation)

Item Sample

You are cataloging the book titled Relative Costs of Rome Care and
Rospital Care in Australia. You note the following entries in the
Annotated Alphabetic NeSR:

COST ALLOCATION

NIM way Ales /maids Moo* Wm -. som
OH
No oiler COSTS AND COST ANALYSIS
X COST APPORTICOOMIST
X COST SUPTING

COST APPOSITION:HUT we COST ALLOCATION
NUM. MI

COSTS AND COST ANAJAMS
stamon.
Pak nay Hew lambeds Nadi Wei *Mee oda war COST
ALLCCATION; DPI COSTS

XU COST ALLOCATION
XU OISIECT USW* COSTS

ECONOMICS, HOSPITAL
N11.20.213
OEN t wisponlial air prefer /am *NA Iowa Imp ..ewe, Hama,
M.4 M.oyy Ars itsewis. emir* Mr HOSPITAL PLCHASISO
CATALOG. isms Awe
X HOSPITAL ECONOMICS

According to ,41,14's cataloging nractices and policies, the correct subject
heading is

1. Cost Allocation
2. Cost Allocation -- trends
3. Costs and costs analysis -- Australia
4. Fospital !conomics -- Australia
5. Fconomics, uospital kustrnlia

"5



COMMENT:

The item requires you to apply a basic set of rules in interpreting an
entry. Each of the statements presented is incorrect with the exception of
5. Why? Option 1 is a minor descriptor and is not used for cataloging
according to NTAM practice. Option 2 is also incorrect. The use of the
subheading "trends" is permitted with the main heading "Cost Allocation"
for indexing purposes. But since the main heading is a minor descriptor.
neither the main heading nor the main heading-subheading combination are
permitted for cataloging. The main heading "Cost and Cost Analysis" (3) is
a major descriptor and, therefore, permitted for cataloging. However, the
cataloging annotation for geographic subdivision is not present in the MeSH
entry, so the subheading "Australia" is not permitted with this main
heading. Therefore, the use of.this main heading-subheading combination is
incorrect. Option 4, "Hospital Economics," is not a major or a minor
descriptor. It is an entry term, which is a "see" cross reference to a
single MeSR heading. The use of en entry term with or without subheadings
is incorrect. In 5 we find the correct answer. "Economics, Hospital" is a
major descriptor, making it an appropriate heading for cataloging. The
cataloging annotation for geographic subdivision is also present in the
Men entry, making the use of the subheading "Australia" with this main
heading correct.

AMALESIS (extracting components and understanding their interrelationships)

Item Sammie

The structure of a medical school library is shown in the organizational
chart below. Tihich one of the statements describing the structure is
correct?

Personnel

Public

Relations

ICirculation 1

IDirector

MINN, 41111 41111M

Assistant

Director

Reference Technical

Services



1. The assistant director is responsible fo, the day-today
supervision of the three operating units and the personnel office.

2. The director is responsible for overall planning and for direct
supervision of the personnel office.

3. The personnel office serves in an advisory capacity to the director.
4. The personnel office has line authority within the medical school

library.
5. The personnel office has authority over the assistant director.

COMMENT:
3 is the answer. You could come to this by seeing that it is the only
answer which the organizational chart fits without any confusion. Option 4
was quickly eliminated--line authority within the medical school library-as
was 5--personnel authority over the assistant director. If the chart is a
graphic display of relationships within the organization, neither of these
options would make any sense at all. The Assistant Director is clearly
connected with circulation, reference, and technical services, but not with
oersonnel or public relations, so 1 cannot br an accurate analysis of the
structure presented. Option 2 could present some problems if you tere to
assume that the chart represented the entire institution. But read
carefully. This is a library within the medical school. If the personnel
office serves the entire school, then we understand that it aids the
library director, but is under the direction of not the director, but
another administrator in the school. The chart is a code which you must
decipher (analyze) in order to know its meaning.

7VAIMATION (judging among vatLous ideas, methods and options as to the most
valuable)

Item Sample

The library director has requested projected budget figures fm next year's
book budget. You, the technical services librarian, have cumulated
financial and statistical data from your own library. In addition, you
need reliable price indexes for health sciences monographs to support your
projections on publishing and economic trends. The best printed source for
this information is:

1. Bookman's Price Index
2. Bowker Annual of Library and Book Trade Information
3. Bulletin of the Medical Library Association
4. Medical Books and Serials in Print
5. Publishers' Trade List Annual

Comment: The correct answer is 2. Let's see why. Bookman's Price
Index nrovides information for HISTORICAL books on a title by title
basis. Entries are compiled from hookdealers' catalogs. It does not sup-
ply price indexes for CURRENT publications. Medical Books Ind Serials
in Print (4) provides price information for CURRENT materials on a
title by title basis, but it does not provide any comparison of prices or
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publishing trends. Two down for obvious reasons. Now the Bulletin of
the Medical Library Association (3). The only acquisitions aid
published in the BMLA is the Selected List of Books and Journals for
the Small Medical Library, compiled by Brandon and Hill. Published
every two years, this is a core list of medical books and journals. It is
only a list of recommended titles. It does not include price indexes or
support projections on trends in publishing and economics. Option 5 is a
collection of publishers' catalogs. The catalogs are not compiled
varies considerably, and not all publishers choose to be included. Only 2,
the Seeker Annual of Library and Book Trade &nfonmation, includes a

survey of subscription prices of American periodicals, divides the data
into categories by subject, and compayes subscriptir -oats over a period
of several years. It also provides information on nuraer of books
published in different subject areas and the average pric:: per book
compared over a period of three years.

SYNTHSSIS (combining parts to mike a new pattern or whole)

Item Sample

You are the librarian in a small hospital. Your library has very limited
space, so you must remove certain journal issues from the shelves in order
to have space for shelving current issues. After a preliminary analysis,
you have identified the following as candidates for removal to storage.
All of the titles are used to some extent, but the library committee has
authorized you to select from this group for storage.

Indexes
owned

in which
title is

Tans
for

Tide Holdings indexed swage

A. Amnion Journal of Nursing 1977-resent LW, CDIAHL 1977-79
11. Omission 197347 1A1 (210
C. Diabetes 1974-peesent 19747$
D. biedical Wald News 1975-present (none) 197549L Sane, metered bones (elD

Tlhich one of the following combinations would be most appropriate to
remove?

1.

2. Ak,n
1. R,C,7
4. s,n,w,

5. (V.?
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COWERT: The task of synthesis most oftet finds e:cpression in the
production of a unique product or performance: a learned paper, a lecture,
or a blueprint. for example. At other times, it is a plan for action, such
as a grant proposal. In this question, you are asked to link related
concepts in reaching a conclusion (the answer is 4). the result of which is
unique since the elements which are considered may change tram situation to
situation. The item is an incomplete or partial assessment of the ability
to synthesize information for a specific purpose. Of course, in the
workplace. this activity would result in a report or recommendation. Here
we have only a sample of the reasoning necessary for professionallevel
performance.

29
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APPENDIX TI

Performance Objectives on the General
Examination in Health Sciences Librarianship

Health Care Environment

1. Identify and describe legal, ethical, economic, and legislative
issues that impact the health care industry in the United
States and Canada.

2. Identify the major health care professionals, their educational
requirements, their role in the delivery of health care, and
their professional .organizations.

3. Describe credentialling, licensing, or accreditation of
professionals, programs, or institutions.

4. Describe the past and present role of the National Library of
Medicine (NLM) in collecting, organizing, and disseminating
health sciences information; in promoting interlibrary
cooperation among health sciences libraries; and in current
research grant support.

5. Describe the purposes, programs, activities, and publications
of the Medical Library Association.

Public Services

1. Identify basic information needs of health sciences
professionals, and the health sciences information needs cf
patients and other non-professionals.

2. Distinguish between the types of health sciences information
resources according to their uses, functions, formats, or
characteristics.

3. Select specific reference works or online sources of major
importance in the health sciences for specific information
needs or problems.

4. Select appropriate services based on user information needs.

3. Identify the characteristics of print and non-print sources
derived from the MEDLARS system.

6. Evaluate results of an information search and select the most
appropriate items for specific information needs.

7. Apply basic concepts for searching MEDLINE, CATLINE, and
SERLINE.

SO
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Technical Services

1. Describe the purpose and the elements of a collection
development policy.

2. Apply selection criteria as outlined in a collection
development policy.

3. Select appropriate online aid print sources for bibliographic
verification.

4. Select appropriate cataloging tools an4 both online and print
sources of bibliographic information for descriptive cataloging
or classification information.

5. Choose appropriate classification numbers from the NLM and LC
classification schedules based on current cataloging practice.

6. Choose appropriate subject headings and subheadings bleed on an
understanding of MeSR vocabulary and the principles of
application based on NLM's cataloging practices and policies.
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APPENDIX III
ITEM MODELS FOR THL GENERAL EXAMINATION

HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENT

Objective 1

Statement of Objective

Identify and &scribe legal, ethical, economic and legislative
issues which impact the Lealth care industry in the U.S. and Canada

General Description

Every examinee should be alert to current and emerging conditions,
trends and issues in patient care, research and education. The
examinee is expected to maintain a basic knowledge and understanding
of terms and concepts referred to in the popular press and journals
commonly consulted by health sciences librarians. The examinee
should be able to link terms with their definitions, area -2
specific impact on the health care environment, and source of
information.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to:
Specific references cited (*) in self study MLA courses CE 118: The
Environment of Health Care and Biomedical Information.
J. Bradley, Hospital Library Management and Handbook of Medical
Library Practice

Key Elements: Will include common acronyms, nontechnical abbrevia-
tion and areas of specific relevance to health care, research or
education (e.g., ethics, economics, law, government, education)

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a single acronym relevant tc current issues
impacting the health care industry

2. The examinee is asked: "With which of the following is ? most
(least) directly associated?"

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be listed, each
consisting of an area of debate, study, or research in health
care.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible to the uninformed
examinee.

3. No response will be the exact definition of the acronym nor be
the full set phrase from which the acronym derives.

4, Only one correct answer will be possible.



Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

With which of the following is 1)RG most directly associated?

1. Clinical trials
2. Artificial intelligence
3. Patient education
4. Disease-specific conspectus information

Cost-containment

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents the question: "Which of the
following is most (least) often associated with ?"

2. The question may be modified to include a noun to which the
"following" refers (e.g., persons, terms, books, journals,
agencies, etc.)

3. Issues or topics queried are limited to those addressed in MLA
CZ course CE 118 or regularly confronted by the regular reader
of the popular press.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or fivc alternati-m responses will 13,1 given, each
consisting of a short phrase, an acronym, title or name.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible: none will be
obviously irrelevant to the marginally informed examinee.

3. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit*

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

Which of the following is most often associated with support of
"right to life?"

1. American Bar Association
7. B'nai B'rith
3. American Civil Liberties Union
4. American Medical Association
5. Moral Majority

1.13
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Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a non-technical definition of a term followed
by the question: "For which of the following is this defini-
tion most appropriate?"

2. Definitions will be limited to topics introduced in CE 113
or regularly encountered in the popular press by regular
readers.

Pesponse Attributes:

1. "our or five alternate responses will be listed, each
consisting of a word, acronym or phrase.

2. All responses will be plausible; no response will he obJiously
irrelevant to the uninformed examinee.

3. listractors which are partially correct or for which the stem
definition is incomplete will be accepted.

4. Only one answer will be correct.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

"One aspect of decision-makinfv, by patients. namely decisions
that give permission for diagnostic or treatment interven-
tions."

For which of the following is this definition most appropri-
ate?

1. invasive procedures
?. ethical dilemma
1. medical paternalism
4. fiduciary responsibility
5. informed consent

r't 4
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HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENT

Objective 2

Statement of Objective

Identify the major health care professionals, their educational
requirements, their role in the delivery of health care, and their
professional organizations.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to identify the major health care
professionals, be familiar with the educational requirements of each
of these professionals, and identify the major professional
organizations.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be the MIA self study course CE 118: The Environment
of Health Care and Biomedical Information.

Rey Elements: Each question will be a statement about a health
professional and: their educational requirements or

their role in the delivery of health care or
their professional orgauizations

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will ask a question about the health care
professionals and their educational requirements.

2. Each item will be in the following format: Which of the
following is most (least) likely to be (followed by a statement
concerning health professional education)

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given consisting of
either health professionals, educational programs or
institutions.

2. Responses may be types of educational institutions or types of
health professionals.

3. Distracters for items phrased least likely will have only one
distracter which will not be correct according to the stem.

4. Distracters for items phrased most likely will have only one
response which is correct. The rest will be plausible to the
uninformed examinee.



5. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

Which of the following is least likely to be found in an academic
medical center which has a School of Medicine?

1. School of Nursing
2. School of Dentistry
3. School of Publi: Health
4. School of eharmacy
5. School of Osteopathic Medicine

Item Sample:

Which of the following nursing professionals is most likely to have
the most advanced level of education?

1. Li..ensed Practical Nurse
2. Nurses Aide
3. Ward Secretary
4. Registered Nurse

Its lomat 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each stew will present a statement concerning a health
professional and their role in the delivery of health care.

2. The stem will be in the following format: Which health
professional is most (least) likely to (follow.' by a statement
concerning role)

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given, each
consisting of a type of health professional.

2. Distracters will either be all correct but oae or all incorrect
but one.

3. Only one answer will be correct.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.
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Item Sample:

Which nursing professional is most likely to function in the role of
head nurse?

1. Licensed Practical Nurse
2. Nurses Aide
3. Ward Secretary
4. Registered Nurse

Item Sample:

In addition to physicians, which groups of health professionals are
able to prescribe medications?

1. Nurse practitioners, dentists
2. Osteopaths, pharmacists
3. Pharmacists, nurse practitioners
4. Dentists, osteopaths

Item Sample:

Which of the following is least likely to be a subspeciality of
medicine?

1. Hematology
2. Cardiology
3. Internal medicine
4. Nephrology
5. Otolaryngology

Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will contain a statement relating a health
professional to a professional organization.

2. The items will be in the following format: Which of the
following [is/is not] (followed by a statement concerning a
category of health professionals and professional
organizations)

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given which consist
of health professional organizations.

2. Names of professional organizations will either be all spelled
out or listed by initials.

7



3. All responses will be plausible to the uninformed.

4. Only one correct mower will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

Which of the following is the largest medical professional.
organization to which physicians belong?

1. AAMC
2. ABA
3. ANA
4. AAHSLD
5. AMA

A
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HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENT

Objective 3

Statement of Objective

Describes credentialing, licensing or accreditation of professionals,
programs or institutions.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to describe which health professionals
are licensed, and/or credentialed and should be able to identify
programs or institutions which are accredited. This should include
distinguishing the difference in meaning of each of these. The
examinees should be able to describe key institutions or organiza
tions which license, certify or accredit as well as the role
continuing education plays in this process.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be the MLA self study course CE 118: The Environment
of Health Care and Biomedical Information.

Key Elements: Will include those professions which are licensed,
certified and/or accredited; institutions or organizations which
license, certify or accredit health professionals, institutions or
programs; role of continuing education in licensure, eertification or
accreditation; difference in the meaning of licensure, certification,
or accreditation.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will present a question about a health care profession
which is licensed, certified or accredited.

2. The question will be in the following format: Which of the
following is (is not) (a licensed, certified,
or accredited health practitioner or group of health
practitioners)?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be given.

2. Incorrect responses will be those which are (are not) a
licensed, certified or accredited health professional or group
of health professionals.

3. Only one correct answer will be possible.
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Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

Which of the following is not a certified medical speciality?

1. Surgery
2. Pediatrics
3. Radiology
4. Internal Medicine
5. Optometry

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem paraphrases the definition or the purpose of licen -
sure, certification or accreditation.

2. The examinee is expected to recall from memory the correct
answer.

Response Attributes:

1. Three responses will be given.

2. Only one will be correct.

3. The distractors will be incorrect by definition or purpose.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

has been developed to protect the public
health through the development and enforcement of standards for
either individuals or institutions.

1. Accreditation
2. Certification
3. Licensure
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Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will make a statement about heat!, professionals,
institutions or programs which are licensed, certified or
accredited.

2. The format of the question is: Which institution or organiza-
tion (accredits, certifies or licenses)

(a health professional, group of Health professionals,
an institution or a program)

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be given.

2. These may be in the form of names spelled out in full or
initials but should be all the same in the response to a
particular item.

3. Only one answer will be correct.

4. Distractors will be organizations or institutions which are
plausible health related organizations or institutions.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

Which organization has developed quality standards by which
hospitals are accredited?

1. American Medical Association
2. American College of Health Administratvls
3. American Hospital Association
4. American College of Surgeons
S. Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals

Item Format 4

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Examinees are expected to understand the role of continuing
education in licensure, certification, or accreditation.

The stem will present a statement about continuing education as
it relates to licensure or certification.

41,
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses 'ill be civen which list
various health professionals.

2. The distractors will include three or four groups of health
professionals which dc fulfill -he requirement stated in the
stem.

3. One responses will be a group which does not meet the require-
ment stated in the stem.

4. Only one response will be correct.

'Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not low .r the total score.

Item Sample:

Continuing education is mandatory to maintain licensure for all
but which of the following?

1. Physician
2. Nurses
3. Pharmacists
4. Medical records practitioners
5. Medical librarians
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HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENT

Objective 4

Statement of Objective

Describe the past and present role of the National Library of
Medicine (NLM) in collecting, organizing, and disseminating health
sciences information; in promoting interlibrary cooperation among
health sciences libraries; and in current research grant support.

General Description

Every ezaainee should be able to describe NLM's authority and role
for collecting, controlling and disseminating the biomedical
literature; in promoting interlibrary cooperation among health
sciences libraries; and in current research grant support.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to:

Estelle Brodman's The Development of Medical Bibliography, "The
National Library cf Medicine" in Handbook of Medical Library
Practice, 3d ad (Use 4th ed whenever possible)
Adams, S. Medical Bibliography in an Age of Discontinuity , MLA 1981

Key Elements: Will include major changes in NLM's role throughout its
history; major aspects of the regional medical library program; NLM's
collection development policy; major legislation which defined NLM's
role and activities; NLM's role in collecting, organizing, and
disseminating the biomedical literature; and NLM's role in current
research grant support.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a ma3or role or activity of the National
Library of Medicine

2. Each question will require selecting the event or occurrence
which brought about the role mentioned in the stem

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses yin be given.

2. Each response will present an actual or possible event or
occurrence which has or may have impacted on the role of the
National Library of Medicine.

3. The correct response will be the event or occurrence which
resulted directly in the role or activity mentioned in the
stem.



4. An incorrect response may be an event or occurrence which
relates to other roles or activities of the National Library of
Medicine.

5. An incorrect response cagy be an event or occurrence which did
not affect the National Library of Medicine.

6. Only one response will be correct.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

The National Library of Medicine was established by law as a national
information resource by which of the following:

1. Medical Library Assistance Act, 1965
2. Congressionel appropriation to Surgeon General's Library.

1872
3. President's Commission of Heart Diseask Cancer, and

Stroke, 1952
4. Hoover Commission Task Force on Federal Medical Services.

1952
5. National Library of Medicine Act. 1956

Its Format 2

Stimulus Attributer:

1. The stem presents a major event or occurrence wi.Lch affected
the role and activities of the National Library of Medicine.

2. Each question will require selecting the role or activity which
is/was the result of that event or occurrence.

Response Attribute=

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will present an actual or possible role the
National Library of Medicine.

3. The correct response will be the one which most adequately or
completely describes the role created by the event or
occurrence mentioned in the stem.

4. An incorrect response may be a role which is not the direct
result of the event or occurrence mentioned in the stem.

5. An incorrect response may be a partial role of the event or
occurrence which is mentioned in the stem.
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6. One incorrect response may be a role which has not been
assigned to the National Library of Medicine.

7. Only one answer will be correct.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

The 1965 Medical Library Assistance Act broadened the role of the
National Library of Medicine. Which of the following best describes
the new role this legislation provided for the NLM?

1. Established by law the primacy of the National Library of
Medicine as a national agency

2. Establish a national interlibrary loan system to
facilitate document delivery to :.-aalth care professionals

3. Organize local health sciences library consortia to
promote sharing of information resources

4. Plan and implement the alteration of the traditional role
of the academic and hospital health sciences libraries

5. Provide improved systems for health information delivery
and comprehensive support to health science libraries

Item format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will addresq activities, programs or organization of
the Regional Medical Library Program.

2. The examinee will be asked which is the most (least) likely to
be associated with the Regional Medical Library Program?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be listed.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible to the
uninformed.

3. A11 responses will relate to library activities.

4. One response will be an activity which is not a Regional
Medical Library Program responsibility.

5. Only one correct answer is possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.
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Item Sample:

Which of the following is least likely to be associated with the
Regional Medical Library Program?

1. Interlibrary loan
2. Coordination of online services
3. Consortium development
4. Collection development

Item /format 4

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will relate to the authority and categories of
assistance for grant support by the National Library of
Medicine.

2. The stem will be in the following format: Which of the
following is (is not) (authority or category of assistance) of
grant activity of the NLM?

Response Attributes:

1. Pour or five alternative responses will be given which relate
to possible authority or categories of assistance.

2. The distracters will be correct activities or authority for the
NLM grant programs when the stem is expressed as "is not".

3. The distracters will be plausible but not correct when the stem
is expressed as "is".

4. Only one answer will be correct.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

Which of the following is not a category of assistance under the
current grant support program of the NLM?

1. Resource grants
2. Training grants
3. Publication of nonprofit works is medicine
4. Regional Medical Library Programs
5. Construction grants
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Item Format 5

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Items address aspects of the National Library of Medicine's
collection development policy.

2. The item may relate to levels of collection. formats of
materials collected or language.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. The responses will be pertinent to the question stated in the
stem.

3. The correct answer will require examinees to be familiar with
general concepts of the NLM Collection Development Manual.

4. Only one correct answer is possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

In the area of clinical medicine. the National Library of Medicine
collects at the level of a

1. Teaching collection
2. Reference collection
3. Research collection
4. Comprehensive collection

Item Format 6

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem provides a statement about one or more publications
proiuctd by the National Library of Medicine.

2. The stem is in the following format: Which of the following
publications is Lost (least) likely to be an NLM publication?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. The distracters for least likely will all be NLM publications



The distracters for most likely will not be NLM publications
but will sound plausible.

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

Which is the following listing of serials is least likely to be an
NLM publication?

1. Index of NLM Serial Titles
2. Health sciences Serials
3. List of Journals Indexed in Index Medicus
4. List of Serials Indexed for Online Users
5. World List of Scientific Periodicals, published in the

years 1900-1950
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HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENT

Objective 5 .

Statement of Objective

Describe the purposes, programs, activities, and publications of the
Medical Library Association.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to describe the purposes, programs,
activities, and publications of the professional association for
health sciences librarians.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to:

front matter from the Directory of the Medical Library Association
titles on the "MLA Publication Order Form,"
brochures on the following: membership, certification, and
recertification
Handbook of Medical Library Practice, 3d ed, Ch. 13,
"Professional Associations"

Key Elements: Will be purposes, programs, activities or publications
of the Medical Library Association

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each question will require that the examinee recognize the
MLA's purposes, programa, activities or publications.

2. The stem will have the following form: "Which of the following
is not a (fill in purpose, program, activity or
publication) of the Medical Library Association?"

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given, consisting of
a phrase, a sentence, or a title.

Only one answer will be completely correct.

3. The distracters will all be purposes, programs, or published
titles of the Medical Library Association.

4. The correct answer will not be a purpose, program, activity or
publication of the Medical Library Association, but will sound
plausible.

1.
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Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers mill not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

Which of the following is not a program of the Medical Library
Association?

1. Certification of health sciences librarians.
2. Provision of continuing education courses for health

sciences librarians.
3. Approval of workshops in health sciences librarianship for

continuing education credit.
4. Accreditation of graduate health sciences librarianship

programa.

It Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each question will require that the examinee be familiar with
the major components of the major MLA publications: the MLA
Mews. the Bulletin of the Medical Library Association, tilt
annual resort. and the three volumes of the Randbook of Medical
Library Practice.

2. The stem will have the following form: "Which MLA publication
is most likely to contain the following (fill--
in a component such as Brief Communications, Job Opportunities.
etc.)

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given consisting of
an MLA publications.

2. Only one answer will be correct.

3. The distracters will be MLA publications which do not contain
the particular component.

4. The correct answer will be the name of the MLA publication in
which this particular component will be found.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.
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Item Sample:

"Brief Communications" can be found as part of which MLA publication?

1. MLA News
2. MLA Annual Report
3. Volume III of the Handbook of Medical Library Practice
4. The Bulletin of the Medical Library Association

Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each question will require that the examinee recognize the
various MLA Committees and their relationship to overall MLA
programs.

2. The stem will have the following format: The
Committee is associated with which of the following MLA
programs?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternatives will be given, consisting of various
MLA programs.

2. Only one answer will be correct.

3. The distracters will be names of other Medical Library
Association programs.

4. The correct answer will be the name of the Medical Library
Association program.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only. Incorrect
answers will not lower the total score.

Item Sample:

The Certification Committee is associated with which of the following
Medical Library Association programs?

1. Continuing Education
2. Editorial Panel for Certification and Registration

Examination
3. Awards
4. Professional Development

at; 1
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PUBLIC SERVICES SECTION

Objective 1

Statement of Objective

Identify basic information needs of health sciences professionals,
and the health sciences information needs of patients and other non-
professionals.

General Description

Each examinee is expected to know and understand the types of
information needs of physicians, dentists, pharmacists, nurses,
allied healta personnel, and other health professionals; students of
these disciplines; patients and other non-professionals.

Content Limitations

Sources:
1. Hospital Library Management
2. Handbook of Medical Library Practice
3. Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences

Rey Elements:
1. type of personnel, including whether practicing or student or

patient/non-professional
2. typical information needs or requests

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will present a particular information situation,
problem or need followed by the question: "Which of the
following user groups would [most /least] likely use this
information?"

2. Each question will require an interpretation or generalization
of typical information needs encountered by categories of
health sciences personnel or of health information needs of
patients and non-professionals.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will be a user group likely to use a health
sciences library.

3. If possible, one incorrect response should be totally

'1;2
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4. Two to three incorrect responses should be categories of
personnel which might on occasion use or need the information
mentioned in the stem.

5. The correct response must represent the user group
[most /least] likely to vse or need the information under the
conditions mentioned in the stem.

Item Sample:

You have received a request For information concerning the care of an
elderly petient with pneumonia. Which of the following user groups
would most likely use the information?

1. Xray technologists
2. Ward secretaries
3. Volunteers
4. Nurses

Correct answer: 4

Source: Hospital Library Management, p. 107

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will describe a category of health sciences
information users. Sufficient information must be given in the
stem to describe the context, setting, or purpose for which
this group needs information. For example, nurses work in a
variety of settings and the stem must present sufficient
information so that adequate selection of responses can be
made. Also, if student populations are described, there should
he some description of the educational program or tasks for
which the information is required.

2. After giving the context or setting for the type of personnel,
the stem will conclude with the question: "Which of the
following is the (most/least] likely type of information
needed by this group?"

3. Each question will require an interpretation or generalization
of typical information needs encountered by that category of
users in the context of the situation presented in the stem.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Fach response will represent a possible information need or
type of information.

3. One response should involve a very common information need for
the personnel in the context given in the stem.
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4. Two to three incorrect responses should involve frequent to
occasional information needs of the personnel in the context
described in the stem.

5. One response should represent the least common information need
based on the information available in the stem.

Item Sample:

You are planning a user e'ucation program for nurse anesthesia
students. You want this program to help these students write case
reports about their use of anesthetic drugs in the operating room as
well as how these drugs affect the patient. Which of the following
is the least likely to be needed by these students?

1. Pharmacological action
2. Non proprietary names
3. Drug interactions
4. Adverse effects
5. Drug clinical trials, phase I

Correct answer: 5

Source: Introduction to Reference Sou-ces in the Health Sciences,
"Drug Information Sources" chapter
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PUBLIC SERVICES SECTION

Objective 2

Statement of Objective

Distinguish between the types of health sciences information
resources according to their uses, functions, formats, or
characteristics.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to understand the general types of
information resources in the health sciences, recognize their role in
the transmission of healti.. sciences information, and identify the
purposes for which they are used. Types of information resources
included are: waonographs, journal articles, dictionaries,
abstracting en, ndex:ng services, directc,ries, patents,
dissertations, etc.

Content Limitations

Sources:
1. Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences
2. HoWtal Library Management
3. Handbook of MedicaljAhraypractice

Key Elerelts:
1. lr.ormation needs or use
2. types of information resources
3. uses, functions, formats, or characteristics of types of

information resources

Criterion for Credit:
Credit will be giv for the correct answer only.

Item Finmat 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. An information need or request will be presented in the stem.
This will be followed by the question, "Which type of
informatiln resource is [most /least] likely to answer ttls
question?"

2. Each question will require selection of the [most /least]
appropriate type of information resource based on knowledge of
the uses, functions, formats, or characteristics of health
sciences information resources.



Response Attributes:,

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will represent a type of information resource.

3. Responses will not be specific, named sources such as Index
Medicos, but rather a type of information resource such as
"abstracting and indexing services"

4. Incorrect responses Elwin not/will] in general not provide the
needed information or will not provide the needed information
in an efficient manner.

5. The correct response will be the type information resource
[most /least] likely to satisfy the information need presented
in the stem.

Item Sample:

A medical student wants to find the original reference in which
Marek's disease was described. Which type of information resource is
most Likely to answer this question?

1. Medical dictionaries
2. Abstracting and indexing services
3. Online search servicea
4. History of medicine sources
5. Syndrome dictionaries

Correct answer: 5

Source: Roper & Boorkman, p. 125

Item Vormat 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. A type of information resource will be presented is the stem.
Some descriptive information :.bout the type of information
resource at least so that *i.e examinee understands exactly what
is called for. This will be followed by the statement, "What
is the [most /least likely type of information to be included in
[this type of resource]?"

2. Each question will require selection of the [most /least] likely
type of information which will be included in that type of
information resource.

Responses Attributes:

1. Four to five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will represent a type of information or
characteristic of information resources.

r6
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3. Incorrect responses will represent types of information or
characteristics which Care not/are] present in the type of
information resource represented.

4. The correct response will represent the type of information or
characteristic which is [most/least] likely to be included in
the type of information resource mentioned in the stem.

Item Sample:

An audiovisual catalog is least likely to include the following type
of information.

1. intended audience
2. procurement method
3. format
4. duration
5. archival materials

Correct answer: 5

Source: Introduction to Reference Sources in tte Health Sciences, p.
157.

r
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PUBLIC SERVICES SECTION

Objectivel

Statement of Objective

Select specific reference works or online sources of major importance
in the health sciences for specific information needs or problems.

General Description

Every examinee should be expected to select or recommend essential
reference sources appropriate to solving common types of reference
questions based on knowledge of scope, coverage, type of information
included, arrangement, or access points of these tools.

Content Limitations

Sources:
1. /ntroductior. to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences
2. Hospital Library Management
3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice, v.2.

Key Elements:
1. specific information need or problem
2. specific reference works or online resources
3. scope, coverage, content, arrangement, access points

Criterion for Credit:
Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents the information problem or need, followed by
the question: "Which of the following sources is
[most /least] likely to answer this question?" or "Which of the
following is [most/least] [efficient/quick]?"

2. Each question will require selection of specific, high-use
reference sources, based on knowledge of their scope, coverage,
content, arrangement, and access points.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of the complete title of a work or
the author's last name and the complete title of the work,
depending on how it is best known. All of the alternatives
will be titles from sources listed under content limications.

3. Only one correct answer will be possible. The other
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alternatives may meet part of the stimulus, bui not all of it.

4. An incorrect response may have a title which suggests that it
is the correct answer without in fact being the correct answer.

5. An incorrect response may include related information, br not
meet the condition ([moat /least]) required in the stem.

Item Sample:

A resident wants to review the board certification requirements in
family pracvice. Which of the following is most likely to answer
this question?

1. RAMC Directory of American Medical Education
2. ARA Guide to the Health Care Field
3. HaeSook for Foreign Medical Graduates
4. Physician Distribution and Medical Licensure in the U.S.
5. Directory of Medical Specialists

Correct answer: 5

Source: Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences p.
216

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a particJlar type of [access point/

characteristic/type of information] which might be found in an
information resource followed by the question: "Which of the
following sources [includes/does not include] [access point or
type of information]?" or "Which of the following sources
[cover/does not cover] [content statement]?"

2. Each question will require selection of specific, high-use
reference sources.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of the complete title of a work or
the author's last name and the complete title of the work,
depending on how it is best known. All of the alternatives
will be titles from sources listed under content limitations.

3. Galy one correct answer will be possible.

4. An incorrect response may have a title whose wording suggests
it as a possibility.

5. An incorrect response may include related information or access
points.
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Item Sample:

Which of the following includes a listing of meetings?

1. Index to Scientific and Technical Proceedings
2. Directory of Published Proceedings
3. Conference Papers Index
4. Scientific Meetings

Correct answer: 4
Source: Roper & Boorkman, p. 96

Ltem Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The item consists of the question: "Which of the following
lis/is not) included in Inane of high use reference title]?"

2. Each question will require the selection of an appropriate
reuponse which applies to the reference work mentioned in the
stem.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of a brief phrase or description
which might relate to the reference work mentioned in the stem.

3. Each response might relate to scope, coverage, content,
arrangement, or access point.

4. An incorrect response will not precisely meet the condition
required in the stem.

Item Sample:

Which of the following is not included in the American Hospital
Ansoc.ation Guide to the Health Care Field?

1. hospital address
2. payroll expenses
3. occupancy rate
4. governance structure
5. MEDICARE participation

Correct answer: 5
Source: Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences, p.
226



PUBLIC SERVICES SECTION

Objective 4

Statement of Objective

Select appropriate services based on user information needs.

General Description

Each examinee should be able to: 1) select appropriate information
services based on anticipated or actual information needs of users,
or 2) develop appropriate service objectives and goals.

Content Limitations

Sources:
1. Handbook of Medical Library Practice
2. Hospital Library Management
3. Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences

Key Elements:
1. user population
2. information needs, purposes, or requests
3. service possibilities or service goals and objectives

Criterion for Credit.

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The ntim presents a description of the user group(s) involved
with sr.fficient description of the setting and information
needs to provide context for the question. This description
will be followed by the question: "Which of the following
[services/programs/activities/goals/objectives] will he
(most/least] suitable?"

2. Each examinee will be required to. select the option
[most /least] suitable for the group's information needs.

Response Attributes:

1. Four to five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will represent a service, program, activity.
goal, or objective which might be provided or appropriate for
the user group.

3. The correct response will be that which will (most/least]
likely meet the needs described in the stem.



4. An incorrect response might partially meet the needs described
in the stem.

Sample Item:

Your medical school is planning to increase computer literacy among
medical students. The Dean has approached you to determine how
library services might fit into this plan. Which of the following
services will be least suitable?

1. Offering instruction in the use of the library's online
catalog

2. Teaching library users to search MEDLINE
3. Subscribing to computer magazines for informational

readinn
4. Acquiring microcomputer software f self-study in medical

school courses
5. Offering a mediated MEDLINE search service

Correct answer: 5

Source: Mandbook of Medical Library Practice, vol. 1
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PUBLIC SERVICES SECTION

atertive 5

Statement of Objective

Identify the characteristics of print and non-print sources derived
from the MEDLARS system.

General Description

The examinee must be able to distinguish between the use, content,
scope, coverage, and access points of print and non-print information
sources derived from the National Library of Medicine's MEDLARS
system.

Content Limitations

Sources:
1. National Library of Medicine Online Services Reference Manual
2. MEDLINE: A Basic Guide to Searching- by Susan Feinglos
3. Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences
4. Front matter of Index Medicus and MeSE

Rey Elements:
1. MEDLARS databases and/or print sources
2. Components, parts, or characteristics of same

Zriterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will consist of the question: "Which of the
following is/is not] included in [the MEDLARS database or
print source ?" or "Which of the following is [true/false]
about [the MEDLARS database or print source]?"

2. Each question will require the examinee to identify the
component which [is/is not] part of the MEDLARS print source or
database based on knowledge of the use, content, scope,
coverage, or access points of the print source or database.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will be a possible or actual characteristic or
component of a MEDLARS print source or database.

3. Components may be a title, date of coverage, language, scope,
part of the unit record, multiple printed sections which equal
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the whole (i.e., Index Medicus contains List of Journals
Indexed, Bibliography of Medical Reviews, Medical Subject
/headings, Name Index, and Subject Index', etc.

4. Four out of the five alternatives Gust /must not] be components
of the specified printed source or database.

5. The correct response [rill/will not] be a component of the
specified printed source or database.

6. An incorrect response ma: he included in the MEDLARS system but
(not in/in] the print source or database given in the stem.

Item Sample:

Which of the following is not included in the CATLINE database?

1. Serials
2. Monographs
3. Monographic serials
4. Works published after 1801
5. Americana

Correct answer: 5

Answer found in the Online Services Reference Manual, p. 191

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will begin with the statement "MeSH Annotated
Alphabetic List contains the following entry:" followed by a
complete entry from Medical Subject Headings, including scope
notes, cross reference structure, dates and other annotations.
The MeSH entry will be followed 11T the question: "Based on
this entry, which of the following statements (is/is not]
true?"

2. The examinee must interpret the notes for the entry and select
the best response based on the examinee's understanding of the
annotations in MeSH.

Response Attributes:

1. Four to five responses will be given.

2. All responses will relate to the Medical Subject Heading given
in the example.

3. A response may be incorrect due to: inappropriate
interpretation of content notes, searching notes, dates, cross
reference structure, etc.

4. Only one of the responses will be correct.

fi
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Item Sample:

You are searching the printed Index Medkus for references on the topic of
temporomandibular joint syndrome from 1966 to thepresent You note the
following entries in MeSH AnnotatedAlphabetic List

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT DISEASES
CLIMIES.
ame Ism Solon C TM/ DM
a

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JoEcr SYNDROME
CLIORMITAIS 0.3.10.90110S
CSASUSLIMII
mos am /Rom OIt TII1 SYNDROME

ims carrots SYMORCISCE INE-12
TENFOROGIANDINJLAR JOINT SYNDROME so mesa COTTEN'S

SYNDROME book Om 101
X COMM SYNDROME
X MYTWASCIAL FAIN DYSFUNCTION SYNDROME.

111300ROMANDIMILAR Jaw
Based on these entries, which one of the following statements is correct for
searching the printed Index Medicus?

1. COSTENT, SYNDROME is a "see" reference to TEMPOROMANDIB-
ULAR JOINT DISEASES

2. COSTEN'S SYNDROME should be used from 1966 to 1972
3. TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME is searchable back

through 1966
4. The data form abbreviation TMJ DIS is searchable
5. The data form abbreviation TMJ SYNDROME is searchable

Item Model -- Additional 'Examples

1. Access points

Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will begin with the statement "MeSH Annotated
Alphabetic List contains the following entry/entries:" followed
by a complete entry or entries from Medical Subject Headings,
including scope notes, cross reference structure, dates and
other annotations. The MeSH entry/entries will be followed by
the question: "Based on this entry/these entries, which one of
the following statements (is/is not] a valid access point?"

2. The examinee must interpret the information in the entry and
select the best response based on the examinee's understanding
of the annotations in MeSH.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be given.

2. All responses will be related to the entries in the example(s).

C 5
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3. A response may be incorrect due to: inappropriate interpreta-
tion of content notes. searching notes, dates. cross reference
structures, etc.

4. Only one of the responses will be correct.

Item Sample:

MeSH ANNOTATED ALPHABETIC LIST contains the following entry:

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME
0.10101./11 CLONSOLIN
CIASUOUNI
me us absvft DP: The SIN101101111
nt wi COrrurs SYNOROSIX Nii42
ano TENPONONANDSMINAR JOINT SIIIINIONZ r oustCOFTENSSYNDROME Int Om NM
X COSTIIN1 SYMMS
X ISTOPASCIAL PAIN DYSFUNCTION SYNDROUL

11110011014ANDISINAN JOON'

Based on this entry which one of the following statements is a valid
access point?

1. COSTEN'S SYNDROME
2. TMJ SYNDROME
3. MYOPASCIAL PAIN SYNDP''4E
4. TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOIN.: SYNDROME
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PUBLIC SERVICES SECTION

Objective 6

Statement of Objective

Evaluate results of an information search and select the most
appropriate item for specific information needs.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to select MEDLINE or Index Medicus
records or citations which are appropriate to a specific information
need, making appropriate selection decisions based on knowledge of
these sources and the materials to which they provide access. Each
examinee must be able to discriminate between retrieved items with
regard to content, publication type, audience, language, etc.

Content Limitations

Sources:
1. NLM Online Services Reference Manual
2. Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences
3. Front material of Index Medicus

Key Elements:
1. Citations resulting from search of Index Medicus or MEDLINE
2. Information request upon which to base selection

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem must include the type of information sought or the
problem or need. The stem must also identify the source of the
citations, whether MEDLINE or Index Medicus. The stem follows
with the question "Which do you select [first/last]?" or "Which
citations will be the [most/least] helpful?"

7. Each question will require selecting the [most/least]

appropriate items retrieved based on the information need
presented in the stem and on knowledge of MEDLINE or Index
Medicus.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of MEDLINE records or Index Medicus
citations which might have Seen retrieved from a real or
simulated search.
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3. One response will [best/least) answer the request or informatin
need.

4. A response may be incorrect because of inappropriate content,
form, type of publication, language, audience, human versus
animal., etc. in response to the 4.nformation need given in the
stem.

5. A response may be incorrect because it (...,eets/does not meet]
part of Cie information need but does not satisfy all elements
of the request.

6. All responses should be somewhat plausible takine into account
slight inconsistencies of indexing in addition to the fact that
the examinee will have no knowledge of the subject headings
used in searching MUNE or Index Medicus to retrieve the
citations in the item.

Item Sample:

You are the clinical librarian in your hospital working with an
obstetrics and gynecology team. The team needs data on dosage levels
and adverse effects of calclon, a drug recently approved for use in
female infertility. You have run a MEDLINE search and have retrieved
the following citations. The team needs the information quickly.
Nhich article do you select first?

1. TI - CALCLON: A Nm DRUG FOR INFERTILITY (NENS].
SO - AM .7 ^1STET GYNEMIL 1983 SEP 1:143(1):58

TI - DOSE AND AGr DRFENDENT EFFECTS OE CALCLON ON THE
-i-::MTTON OF OVULATION IN FEMALE RATS.

- TERM STERIL 1983 JUL:38(1):13-8
.% rcuricAL US! AND EVALUATION OF CALCLON IM THE
NACMH7NT OF INFERTILITY) .

SO - J GYNRCOL OBSTET BIOL REPROD (PARIS) 1983;11(3):337-
42

4. TI - 'mu nRuGs FOR TREATING FRNALE INFERTILITY.
SO - SOON NURS 1983 NAR-AFR:11(2):132-7

5. TI - USE OF CALCLON IN THE TREATMENT OF INFERTILITY:
RESULTS OF CLINICAL TRIALS.
SO - JP" 19q3 MAY 8;246(1M:1101-6

Correct angytr: 5

rlource: Online Services Reference ranual
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PUBLIC SERVICES SECTION

Objective 7

Statement of Objective

Apply basic concepts for searching MEDLINE.

General Description

The examinee must demonstrate skill in developing search strategies
for MEDLINE. This skill requires knowledge of unit record structure,
controlled versus Letural language vocabularies, Boolean logic, and
use of subject hetdings and subheadings. The examit,e must
understand techniques for narrowing or broadening a search.

Content Limitations

Sources:
1. National Library of Medicins Online Services Reference Manual
2. MEDLIN!: A Basic Guide to Searching by Susan Feinglos
3. Medical Subject Headings -- Annotated Alphabetic List
4. Medical Subject Headings -- Tree Structure List
5. Permuted Medical Subject Headings
6. CE courses and syllabi

Rey Elements:
1. Information request
2. Boolean logic; Medical Subject Headings and subheadings; unit

record structure; controlled versus natural language
vocabularies

Criterion for Credit:

Credit wig' be given for the correct answer only.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will describe mr. information need or request which
may be satisfied through MEDLINE search. The item will
conclude with the question: "Which of the following approaches
is the most logical and will retrieve the greatest number of
relevant articles?"

2. Each question will require the selection of the appropriate
response based upon knowledge of Boolean logic and/or use of
Medical Subject Headings.
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Response Attributes:

1. Pout to five responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of subject headings combined with
Boolean operators. All responses will be nlausible given the
information request presented in the stem.

3. All responses will use actual Me3H headings.

4. An incorrect response will show a lack of search logic when it
incorrectly uses Boolean logic (AND, OR, NOT operators).

5. An incorrect response will show an inappropriate level of
comprehensiveness when the resultant statement is too narrow in
its results. that is, when the strategy would provide too few
retrieved items.

6. For any item, there must be at least one incorrect response
which is faulty in Boolean logic and two which are too narrow.

7. Incorrect responses will be incorrect for the above reasons,
not because they are specific commands used with a particular
vendor.

8. Responses will be "generic", that it. they will not require
knowledge of specific search software used by one vendor versus
another.

Item Sample:

The Emergency Medicine Department Chairman is writing a book chapter
and wants to retrieve some articles in which patients have been
presented with gunshot wotnis of the chest. Which search strategy is
the most logical and will retrieve the greatest %umber of articles on
the topic?

1. WOUNDS. GUNSHOT and CHEST INJURIES and PATIENTS and REVIEW
2. WOUNDS. GUNSHOT and CHEST INJURIES and REVIEW
3. WOUNDS. GUNSHOT or CHEST INJURIES not REVIEW
4. WOUNDS. GUNSHOT and CHEST INJURIES

Correct answer: 4 -- the first two responses are too specific and
the third is illogical.

Source: Introduction to Reference Sour.es in the Health Sciences

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will describe an information need or request which
may be satisfied through a MEDLINE search. The item will
conclude with the question: "Which search strategy is the moot
logical an.. will limit retrieval to a few major citations?"
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2. Each question will requite the selection of the appropriate
response based upon knowledge of Boolea. logic and/or use of
Medical Subject Headings.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of subject headings combined with
Boolean operators. All responses will be plausible given the
information request presented in the stem.

3. All responses will use actual MeSH headings.

4. An incorrect response will show a lack of search logic when it
incorrectly uses Boolean logic (AND. OR, NOT operators).

5. An incorrect response will show an inappropriate level of
comprehensiveness when the resultant statement is too broad in
its results, that is, when the strategy would provide too many
retrieved items.

6. For any item, there must be at least one incorrect response
which is faulty in Boolean logic and two which are too broad.

7. Incorrect responses will be incorrect for the above reasons,
not tecause they are specific commands used with a particular
verelor.

8. Responses will be "generic", that is, they will not require
knowledge of specific search software used by one vendor versus
another.

Item Sample:

An Emergency Mediciqe resident needs a few citations about patients
with gunshot wounds to the chest for a case presentation. Which
search strategy is the most logical and will limit retrieval to a few
m-ljor citations?

1. WOUNDS, GUNSHOT and CHEST IN TRIES and ENGLISH
2. WOUNDS, GUNSHOT and CHEST INJURIES and HUMAN
3. WOUNDS, GUNSHOT or CHEST INJURIES (and) not ANIMAL
4. WOUNDS, GUNSKJT and CHEST INJURIES and REVIEW

Correct answer: 4 (the first two are logical but too broad, the
third is illogical)

Source: Introduction to Reference Sources in the Health Sciences
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Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will begin with the statement "MeSH Annotated
Alphabetic List contains the following entry:" followed by a
complete entry from Medical Subject Headings, including scope
notes, cross reference structure, dates and other annotations.
The MeSH entry will be followed by the question: "Based on
this entry, which of the following statements [is/is not]
true?"

2. The examinee must interpret the notes for the entry and select
the best response based on the examinee's understanding of the
annotations in MeSH.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be given.

2. All responses will relate to the Medical Subject Heading given
in the example as applied to MEDLINE searching.

3. A response may be incorrect due to: inappropriate
interpretation of content notes, searching notes, dates, cross
reference structure, etc.

4. Only one of the responses will be correct.

Item Sample:

The 1982 MeSH Anno:ated Alphabetic List provides the following information for
Nerve Compresi,:m Syndromes:

NEW COMPRESSION SYNDROME
C11172.01+
IN DI wish spoils .0 (DO
77(73h was WPM COMMUMMON M7a71 OIVIPP)
ins MIRY* COSIPURISSON SYNDROMIN w smolt MUM
COMPRIMMON 1970-71 (so Yaw)
X INTRAPSODIT NIUROPATNY
XR COMPARTMENT SYNDROMES

Based on the information given above, which one of the following statements is
incorrect?

1. More specific terms related to NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES are
listed in MeSH Tree Structures

2. NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES became a major descriptor in 1972
3. NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES can be coordinated with the specific

nerve(s) involved
4. There is a "see" reference from ENTRAPMENT NEUROPATH `I to NERVE

COMPRESSION SYNDROMES
S. When searching MEDLINE back to 1970, NERVE COMPRESSION SYNDROMES

can be wad even thuugh the term in 1970 was NERVE COMPRESSION

", 2
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TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 1

Statement of Objective

Describe the purpose and the elements of a collection development
policy.

General Description

Every examinee should understand the purpose of a collection
development policy and identify its essential elements, such as
definitions of terms, description of user population, scope and
coverage by subject, guidelines regarding format and type of
material, date of publication, language. multiple copies,
replacements, retention and withdrawals.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Handbook of Medical Library Practice, v. 2, 1983, Ch. 2.
2. J. Bradley, HositalIanaientem. 1983. Ch. 3.
3. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Development and Use.

Rey Elements: Must include elements commonly found in collection
development policies, such as definitions of terms, description of
user populati n, scope and coverage by subject, guidelines regarding
format and type of material, date of publication, language, multiple
copies, replacements, retention and withdrawals.

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents the question: "Which of the following
elements would not be found in a collection development
policy?"

2. Each item will require identification of the elements of a
collection development policy.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given, each
consisting of elements found in collection development
policies.

2. Only one correct answer will be possible.

3. The correct answer will be an elem. . not found in collection
development policies.

"'3
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Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

which if the following elements would not be found in a collection
development policy?

1. Criteria for determining whether or not to purchase
duplicate texts

2. Description of the user population served by the library
3. A list of selection aids used by the library
4. A statement on the currency of the collection
5. Criteria for evaluating vendors used for making purchases

Source: Bradley. J. Hospital Library Management. p. 32-33.
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TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 2

Statement of Objective

Apply selection criteria as outlined in a collection development
policy.

General Description

Every examinee should have the ability to interpret the selection
criteria so that decisions about selecting or not selecting an item
can be justified and/or explained. The examinee is expected to apply
the selection criteria for monographs and journals as specified in
the collection development policy. The examinee should be able to
make title-specific decisions based on the more general criteria.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. J. Bradley, Hospital Library Management. 1983. Ch. 3
2. Handbook of Medical Library Practice, v. 2, 1983, Ch. 2-3
3. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Development and Use.

Key Elements: Will include which monographs and journals to select
according to subje level, audience level, language. price,
publisher, year. scope, demand, availability elsewhere, in4exing
policy, and format as outlined in the criteria; how different types of
libraries. such as, hospital, academic, or special, apply the same
criteria in
different ways.

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents one or more criteria of a collection
development policy.

2. The stem presents the setting in which the criteria are applied.

3. The stem will be followed by one of the following questions:

a) "Applying the criteria listed ..bove, which of the following
titles would you choose first for your collection?"

b) "Applying the criteria listed above, which of the following
titles would be your last choice for selection?"

c) "Which new journal title would you be most likely to
add ?"

d) "Which title would you be most likely to weed?"
e) "Which journal subscription would you be .host likely to

cancel?"
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Resnonse Attributes:

1. vour or five alternative responses will be listed, each
consisting of one bibliographically complete title.

2. Further information, such as MeSH subject headings and
claification numbers may be included with each response.

3. Only one correct response will best fit the criteria without
violating any of the criteria.

4, The distracters will contain some elements that will violate one
or more of the criteria. The distracters may violate the
subject level, the audience level, or any of the following
restrictions: language, price, Publisher, year, scope,
availability elsewhere, indexing policy and format.

5. The distracters will contain one or more of the elements of the
criteria sc that they are not completely irrational.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will he given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

vou are a librarian in r large, research hosnital. Your collection
policy states part: "The Medical Library collects current
monographs in oncology at the comprehensive level...Foreign language
items are rarely added to the collection." vou are currr tly lookinp
at items in the national Library of Medicine's Current Latalne Proof
'Meets that will be of uRe to the Cancer Research Jnit in your
institution. Applying the criteria sbc7e, which of the
followine titles wold you choose first for year coll'eticn?

1. Soak* Sol S. F. Efflanonthe est mow
issurfreasdar Iledsonft Siesarempd /

LILY. Smoot... lionoosterf lAssarelai Ilsomet.
11173. M Immo Limed caralopos.
I NeaMassus osology L Tisk
ONUS AN343 CIL Ns 8310172

2. Cowstry. fclossmil Vincent. MSS Iald.y rod
pormotion of mow la maw. Now York.
ApplotooContaryCroila WPM] mac. 4211 p. Mos.Na-opano promation a omors.. 2.
Neoplasm . @Maw I.

LC N.11140
fINLM.2111112: OZ 7110 0174.1/M CIL N. 1143112)

J fooasmools of anew omoroarmat. New Yort
Dakar. MO. v. IsIL EfilfIrS Noma' M. Illetesso.

ILS Otemin.
Ism 07327304 Foolanionads d seam
mmemos
L Neoplasm Ifrsopy periodicals L Illadon,
Noma M.. MM. IL Gams*
SINUS WI ?WM
Cis. Ns 1111731 yaw. CIF.)
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4. The 14serabade mond M essur swamis
*waft mom wish did mg Walk

wand.

Sadao Kola sod dos East Wen Formause. warm
ILL Awry fie. 00011/14 alf113. 126 p Ea. Lamed

111111114.184121.302.1

Lrsiisi.rie

larlds . popular %larks 7. Neeplorsthrpy molar weeks 3.y ks K
14saaliami .popol marEA.

LC 13-13$731
111141.14: COM
CI. Ha 1313714 am)

5. Onsokedepor norkm:

41

4

sod
sorimpries amens / wheal

., Yogi s Aermikosis hen. 1111130... was 31 p.ra1 s4sons-
I. Comais aledor. L /441ahass - &push 3.
12InSms L Halm" Wails IL

LC: 13-111111
111441.11: QZ 741 OM 11113
Mc Pa 13011411 talw. Cfr.)

Source: Pandbook of Medical tibrar Practice, v. 2, p. 35-40.



TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 3

Statement of Objective

Select appropriate online and print sources for bibliographic
verification.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to know a basic core list of online and
print sources used to verify the bibliographic element of an item to
be ordered. The examinee should be able to select the most or least
appropriate source for verification for books and journals.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Handbook of Medical Library Practice, v. 2, 1983, Ch. 3.
2. J. Bradley, Hospital Library Management, 1983, Ch. 4.
3. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Developmert and Use.
4. F. Roper, J. A. Boorkean, Introduction to Reference Sources in

the Health Sciences, 1984, Ch. 2-3.

Key Elements: Will include titles of standard, high-use, online
and print sources of bibliographic information for library materials.
Standard sources that should be considered include:
1. American Book Publishing Record
2. Books In Print
3. CATLINE
4. C mlative Book Index
5. Forthcoming Books
6. Index of NLM Serial Titles
7. Irregular Serials and Annuals
8. Libra'"? of Congress National Union Catalog
9. List of Journals Indexed in Index Medicus

10. Medical Books and Serials in Print
11. National Library of Medicine Current catalog
12. National Library of Medicine Current Catalog Proof Sheets
13. New Serials Titles
14. Paperbound Books in Print
15. SERLINE
16. Standard Periodical Directory
17. Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will describe a type of publication to be purchased,
or a particular bibliographic element of a title to be
verified, followed by one of the following questions: "Which
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of the following is the best source to verify this
information?" or mrhich of the following is not an appropriate
source for verifying this information?"

2. vach item will require identification of specific, highuse,
online and print verification sources And the information
included in each.

Response Attributes:

1. sour or five alternative responses will be given, each
consisting of full titles of standard online and/or print
sources for verifying bibliov.aphic and price information of
health sciences library materials.

2. Only one correct answer will be possible.

3. Distracters should meke the examinee discriminate between the
different sources presented.

4. A distracter may not include the type of information requested,
but may have a name that suggests that it might be included.

5. A distracter may include some of the i-'ormation reouested, but
not all of it.

6. A distracter may be totally irrelevant.

Criterion for Credit:
Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Rennie 1:

vou would like to purchase a monograph for your collection that you
believe was published 5 years ago, but you do not know whether the
item is still available for purchase. ihich of the following is the
hest source to verify this information?

1. American Book Publishing Record
7. CATLINv.

3. Cumulative Book Index
4. Mational Library of Medicine Current Catelact
5. medical Books and Serials in Print

Source: Roper, F., Boorkman, .TA. Introduc-ion to Reference
Sources in the Health Sciences, p. 23.

Item Sample 2:

You have been asked to purchase a book called "Physicians and Social
Medicine" for your library. The person making the request doesn't
know the publisher, but thinks the work was published in 1984.
Before ordering this hook, you would like to verify the price and the
publisher. 'Mich of the following is not an appropriate source for
verifying this information?
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1. looks in Print
2. Cumulative Book Index
3. medical Books and Serials in Print
4. Porthcomin3 Books

Source!: Roper. F., Roorkman, JA. Introduction to Reference
Sources in the Health Sciences, p. 22-23.



TvmmicAL ST7RVIC7S

Ohiective 4

Statement of flhiective

Select appropriate cataloging tools and both online and print sources
of bibliographic information for descriptive cataloging or
classification information.

General nescription

Rvery examinee is expected to know a basic core list of online and
print sources for obtaining cataloging copy information for

descriptive cataloging or classification numbers for monographs and
serials. Rxaminees are expected to be able to interpret the
information presented in each source.

Contert Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. mandbook of Medical Library Practice, v. 2, 1983, Ch. 5-6.
2. J. !radley, Fospital Library Management, 1983, Ch. 5.
1. Course guide for CR 524: ?.eSH and NLM Classification.
k. v. Roper, J. A. 800rkman, Introduction to Reference Sources in

the Health Sciences, 1984, Ch. 7.

R'ey Elements: will include titles of standard, high-use, online and
Print sources of cataloging information for health sciences library
materials. Standard sources that should be considered include:

1. Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 2nd ed. (AACR2)
CATLINR

1. Cataloging in Publication
4. National Library of medicine Classification
5. Library of Congress Classification
6. national Library of Medicine Current Catalog
7. rational Library of Medicine Current Catalog Proof Sheets
R. National Union Catalog
1. 0(7_,C

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will describe a particular title to be classified
either in the TTLM Classification, or the T,C Classification if
appropriate, followed by the question: "Which of the following
is the best source to determine the classification number
that NLM would assign to this work?" or "Which of the following
is nor an appropriate source for detecmining which
classification number MLN would assign to this work?"
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The stem may present other relevant information about the
title, such as when it was published, if any and what kind of
cataloging copy information is already in hand and needs to he
undated or expanded on.

1. Each item will require identification of specific, high-use,
online and print sources of cataloging information.

"esnonse Attributes:

1. pour or five alternative responses will be given, each
consisting of full titles of standard online and/or print
sources of cataloging information.

Only one correct answer will be possible.

A distracter may include the information requested, but may not
he the most authoritative source for the information.

4. A distracter may he totally irrelevant.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

Vou Are cataloging a book for your collection entitled: The
Diagnosis and Therapy of Meart Disease, which was published this
year. vou know that cataloging copy is probably available for this
title. 'Mich of the following is the best source to determine the
classification number that NLM would assign to this work?

1. Cataloging in Publication
?. motional 'Union Catalog
1. OCLC
4. CATLINE

Sources: Course (uide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification, p 5.
Roper, F., Roorkman, JA. Introduction to Reference Sources in the
Health sciences, p 20.

Ttem Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will describe a particular title to be cataloged
followed by the question: "Which of the following is the best
source to obtain current descriptive cataloging information
according to the practices followed by the National Library of
'Medicine?" or "Which of the following is not an appropriate
source for obtaining current descriptive cataloging information
according to the cataloging practices followed by the National
Library of Medicine?"
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1. The stem rat esent oth.r relevant information about the
title, sne. when it was published, if any and what kind of
oltalogime co,ly information is already in hand and needs to be
uvdated or expanded on.

1. each item will require identification of specific, highuse,
online and/or print sources of descriptive cataloging

.ormation.

,21sponse Attributes:

1. Pour or five alternative responses will be given, each
consisting of f11 titles of standard online and/or print
so,:,cei of descriptiv, cataloging information.

2. Only one correct answer will he pi)ssible.

3. A distracter may include the information requested, but may not
be the most authoritative source for the information.

4. A distracter may be totally irrelevant.

Criterion for Credit:
Credit will he given for the correct ans.vr only.

Item Sample:

Your are cataloging a book for your ..s.11ection entitled: Current
Surgical Procedures in the Treatment of Heart Disease, which was
published 2 years ago. You 'now that cataloging copy probably is
available for this title. Uhich of the followIng is the best source
to obtain irrent descriptive cataloging information according to the
eractices followed by the rational Library of Medicine?

t.

2.

1.

A.

Cataloging in Publication
National Union Catalos

ratiohal Library of fedicine Current Catalog
CATLIM7

Sources: Course Guide for CP 524: neSH and ML? Classification, p 5.
Doper, P., loorkman, JA. Introduction to Peference Sources in the
Mealt1 Sciences, o 20.



TECTTICAL SERVICES

Gbjective S

Steement of Objective

Choose appropriate classification numbers from the NLM and LC
classification schedules based on current cataloging practice.

General Description

Every examinee should have a basic understanding of NLM's application
of the NLM Classification system and be able to select both NLM and
LC classification numbers for works in uncomplicated subjects. Pvery
examinee should know when it is appropriate to choose LC numbers
rather than NLM numbers. Every examinee should be able to select the
appropriate NLM form numbers that are frequently used.

Content Limitations

Sources: "ill be limited to the following:
1. J. Eradley, Hospital Library Management, 1983, Ch. 5
o. Handbook of Medical Library Practice, v. 2, 1933, ch. 5-6
3. Course Guide for MLA CF. 524: MeSH and OLM classification.
4. Introduction and preliminary pages of the National Library of

Medicine classification, !ith ed., revised
1981.

Rev Elements: dill include assigning NLM and LC c lssification
numbers to works in uncomplicated subjects.

Ttem Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1, Each item will consist of a sample title page, followed by the
qLestion: "According to NLL policy, which is the best
classification number to assign to this work?"

2. Each title page should contain all the information needed to
make the right decision. Choose title pages thet clearly
reflect the subject mater of the work. The title page should
be in English.

3. Ad4itional preliminary pages (in addition to the title page),
may be supplied if ,eeded to further clarify the contents of
the work.

Reflponse Attributes:

-0 Four or five responses will be given, each cone7ting of NLM
and/or LC classification numbers. Photocopies of the
appropriate pages of the NLM and/or LC classification schedules
should be appended to the exam.

C4
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7, The pertinent subject index pages of the MLM and/or LC
classification schedules may also be appended to the exam as
parr of the information supplied for each examinee. If these
nages are supplied, all appropriate pages of the index should
ba included (i.e. sample classification numbers should have a
matching index page if it exists.)

3. Only one current answer will be possible.

4. Distracters should make the examinee discriminate between the
LC and NLM classification numbers. Both the LC and NW
classification numbers should he nlausible for the item 'to be
classified.

5. A distracter may be incorrect when any of the fo- awing
conditions exist:

a. failure to note that a classification number is reserved
for a particular format (e.g. 13 is always used by MLM for
dictionaries.)

b. failure to correctly interpret a scope note given with a
classification number (e.g. WC 162 has a "not" in italics
which indicates that it is not the appropriate number for
trade catalogues, but it is the appropriate number for
surgical equipment.)

c. failure to correctly interpret the index of the MUT
classification schedule

6. Distracters should include a range of i- orrect response types,
(e.g. liot all the errors should be cente,ed around one form
number.)

Criter'tnn for Credit:

Credit will he given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

According to MLM policy, which is the best classification number to
assign to this work? (Title cape appended).

1. (lc 244

2. OT 34
3. MB 2('9

4. WO 26

5. WO 240

(photocopies of classification
pages and uldex appended)

Source: Course guide for CE 524: !4eSH and 'IX Classification, p 36-
37.

e1 N
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Nursing

Pediatric see Pediatric Nursing WY 159
Psychiatric see Psychiatric Nursing WY 160
Religious orders WY 145
School see School Nursing WY 113
Specialties see Specialties, Nursing WY

101-164
Standards WY 16
Statistics WY 31
Surgical see Surgical Nursing WY 161-162
Surveys WY 31
Transportation nursing WY 143
Veterinary SF 774.5
See also names of diseases being treated or the

specialty involved
Nursing Audit WY 100.5
Nursing Care

General WY 100
In special field WY 150-164

Nursing Ethic see Ethics, Nursing WY 115
Nursing Homes WX 27-28

Administration WX 130
Directories WX 22
For the aged WT 27-28

Directories WT 22
For other purposes, by specialty

Nursing Philosophy see Philosophy, Nursing WY
86

Nursing Pools see Employment WY 29, etc..;
Nurses WY 29, etc.

Nursing, Practical WY 195
Education WY 18.8

Nursing, Private Duty WY 127
Education WY 18

Nursing Processes WY 100
Specific activities. by subject

Nursing Records WY 100.5
See also Medical Records WX 173, etc.

Nursing Service, Hospital WY 125
Administration "Y 105

Nursing Services WY 100
Nursing Staff

Of industry WY 141
Of schools WY 113

Nursing Staff, Hospital WY 125
Administration WY 105

Nursing, Supervisory WY 105
Of wow WY 105

Nursing, Tom WY 125
See also Patient Care Team W 84.8, etc.

Nutrition
And oral health WU 113.7
In animals see Animal Nutrition SF 95-99
In children see Child Nutrition WS 115, etc.
In health (General) QU 145
In infants see Infant Nutrition WS 113-120
In pregnancy WQ 175
In sickness (General) WB 400
Tables QU 145

For children WS 16
See also Diet QT 235; Parenteral Feeding

WB 410; other particular topics
Nutrition Disorders WD 100-175

Asa cause of discus QZ 105

In infancy & childhood WS 115
Children WS 115; WS 130
Infant see Infant Nutrition Disorders WS 120,

etc.
Veterinary SF 851
See also Obesity WD 210-212

Nutrition Surveys QU 146
Nutritive Value QU 145
Nuts

Diets for control of fats WB 425
Diets for control of protein WB 426

Nes Vomica see Strychnine QV 103, etc.
Nyctalopia WD 110
Nylon

Chemical technology TP 1180.PS
Used for special purposes, by subject, it..

plastic surgery WO 640
Nymphae see Vulva WP 200
Nymphomania see Sex Leviation WM 610
Nystagnms WW 410

in

0
Oath, Hippocratic see Hippocratic Oath W 50
Obesity WD 210-212
Obesity in Diabetes WK 835
Object Attachment WM 460.5.02
Object Rekmaliip WM 460.5.02
Obsessive -Comp drive Disorder WM 176
Obstetrical Forceps WQ 425
Obstetrical Nursing WY 157

Education WY 13 -11.5
See also Postnatal Nursing WY 157.3

Obstetricians, Directories see Directories WQ 22
under Obstetrics

Obstetrics WQ
Anesthesia see Anesthesia. Obstetrical WO 450
Cardiac problems WQ 244
Directories WQ 22
Nursing see Obstetrical Nursing WY 157, etc.
Urology WI 190

Complications WQ 260.
Obstetrics and Gynecology Department. Hospital see

Hospital Departments WQ 27-28, etc.
Obstruction. Intestinal see Intestinal Obstruction

WI 460, etc.
Occipital Lobe WL 307
Occlusion see Dental Occlusion WU 44
Occlusive Dressings WO 167
Occult Blood QY 160
Occultism

Medical superstitions WZ 309
Occupational Accidents see Accidents, Occupational

WA 485-491, etc.
Occupational Dermatitis WIt 600
Occupational riseases WA 400-495

Medicolegti aspects W 925
Mental disorders (General) WA 495
Nursing see Industrial nursing WY 141
Ophthalmological WW 505
Prevention I control WA 412-495
See also Disability Evaluation W 925, etc.;

Workmen's Compensation HD 7814-7817,
etc.

ALWAYS CONSULT MAIN SCHEDULES. USE NUMBER ASSIGNED ONLY WHEN
SUBJECT REPRESENTS MAJOR EMPHASes OF WORK BEING CLASSIFIED
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Drugs for see Antitubercular Agents QV 268,
etc.

Genital see Tuberculosis, Female Genital WP
160, etc.; Tuberculosis, Male Genital WI 700.
etc.

In pregnancy WQ 256
Industrial WF 405
Laws WF 200
Nursing WY 163
Oral WI 200

For the dentist WEE 140
Skin see Tuberculosis. Cutaneous WR 245
Veterinary SF SOB

See also Parataberculoais SF 109.16
Other localities. by site
See also Silicotaberculosis VIP 654

Tubacauisis, Avian SF 995.611
Tub.cmdosis, Bovine SF 967.11
Tuberculosis, Cardiovascular WO !DO

Lotted, by site
Tuberculosis, Cutaneous WR 245
Tuberculosis, Endocrine WK 100

Localized, by site
Tuberculosis. Female Genital WP 160

Localized, by site
Tuberadosis, Gastrointestinal WI 100

Localized. by site
Tuberculosis, Hepatic WI 700
Tuberculosis in Childhood WF 415
Tuberculosis, Laryngeal WV 500
Tuberculosis, Lymph Node WF 290
Tuberculosis, Malele WI 700

Localized, t y site
Tuberculosis, Meninges! V/L 200
Tuberculosis. Miliary WF 380
Tubmeulosis, Ocular WW 160

Located, by site
Tuberculosis, Oral see Tuberculosis WI 200, etc.
Vaberculosis. Osteoarticular WE 233

Localized, by site
Tuberculosis. Peritoneal WI 373
Tuberculosis, Pleural WF 390
Tuberculosis, Pulmonary WF 300-360

Rehabilitation
At home WF 315
At hospital WF 330

Tuberculosis, Renal W.1 331
Tuberculosis Societies WF I
Tuberculosis, Spbal WE 253
Tuberculosis, Splenic WH 600
Tuberculosis, Urogenital WI 100

Localized. by site
Tuberous Sclerosis QS 675
Tubocurariue QV 140
Tularemia WC 380
Tumor Vine Infections QZ 200
Tumors we Neoplasms QZ 200 -380, etc.
Tungsten

Inorganic chemistry QD 31.W1
Metabolism QU 130
Pharnsacodynsmics QV 290

Tunics Vaginalis see Testis WI 800, etc.
Tunnel Anemia see Ancydostomissis WC 890

Ultrasonics

Turbellaria QX 352
Turbinate: WV 301
Turkeys

Culture SF 507
Diseases SF 995.4

Turkish Baths see Baths WB 525, etc.
Turner's Syndrome QS 677
Turpentine t.,!V 65
Turtles QL 666.C5

Diseales SF 997.5.R4
Twilight &cep see Anesthesia, Obstetrical WO 450
Twig see Embryology QS 642, etc.
Twins WQ 235

Embryology QS 642
Psychology WS 105.3.F2

Twins, Cotoined QS 675
Tympanic Membrane WV 223
Tympimoplasty WV 223
Tristan's!' see Ear. Middle WV 230-233
Typhoid WC 270
Typhoid Becalm see Salmonella Typhi QW

138.5.32
Typhoid-Paratypi old Vaccines

For paratyphoid WC 266
General and for typhoid WC 270

Typhus, Endemic Flea-Borne WC 615
Typhus, Epidemic Louse-Borne WC 605-610
Typhus. Mashie see Typhus, Endemic Flea-Borne

WC 613
Tyramine QV 174
Tyrosine QU 60
Tyrosine Ambotransferase QU 141
Tyrothricin QV 350

U

Ubiquinone QU 135
Udder see Mammae SF 890, etc.
Ulcer QZ 150

Corneal see Corneal Ulcer WW 220
Decubitus see Decubitus Vico. WR 598
Duodenal see Duodenal Ulcer WI 370
Gastric see Stomach Ulcer WI 360
Leg see Leg Ulcer WE 850
Peptic see Peptic Ulcer WI 350-370
Skin see Skin Ulcer WR 591
Varicose see Varicose Ulcer WG 620

Ulna WE 320
Ubar Nerve WL 400

See also mimes of organs innervated, e.g..
Forearm WE 1120

Ultracentrifur ion
Biological research QH 324.9.C4
Chemical engineering TP 159.C4
Chemical technics QD 54.C4
Clinical chemistry QY 90
See also Centriftigation QD 54.C4,

Ultrasonic Therapy WB 515
Ultrasonia QC 244

Biophysics QT 34
Diagnostic use (General) WB 289
Used for other special purposes, by subject

*WAYS CONSULT MAIN SCHEDULES. USE NUMBER ASSIGNED ONLY WHEN
SUBJECT REPRIMENTS MAJOR EMMIAMS Of WORK ICING CI AIM=
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QC
PHYSICS

Acoustics. Sound - Continued
228 Laboratories

Subarranged like Ci183
.2 Technique
.3 Instruments and apparatus
.8 Handbooks, tables, formulas, etc.

229 Miscellany and curiosa
Sleititstordes

231 tics of vibrations and viva motion
233 Propagation of sound

Including velocity, reflection, transmission
Vibrations

235 Strings, rods, membranes, plates, tuning forks
241 GSM! in tubes, etc. Resonance

Sound waves
243 General works, treatises, and textbooks

.2 Juvenile works

.3 Special topics, A.1
.A4 Amplitude
. D3 Damping
. E5 Energy

.P7 Pressure 04: sound

. R3 Radiation, pressure

.S3 Scattering

Transmission, see QC233
.5 Infrasonic'

244 Ultrasonics

Cf. TA417.4, Ultrasonic testing
.5 Acoustic holography

246 Analysis of sounds. By phonograph. etc.

HEAT

Cf. QC220, Sound, light, and heat as a whole
For thermal properties of solids, giga QC176.8.T4

251 Periodicals, societies, congresses, aerial collections,
yearbooks

.4 Collected works (nonserial)
252 History and philosophy

.2 Nomenclature, terminology, notation, abbreviations
253 Early works through 1800

General works, treatises, and advanced textbooks
254 1801-1969

.2 1970-
255 Elementary textbooks
256 Juvenile works
257 Addresses, essays, lectures
261 Study and teaching. Research

For programmed texts, me QC254-254.2
.5 Problems, exercises, exaiaatiou4

263 Experiments
.5 Laboratory 'manuals

265 Technique
266 Handboota, tables, formulas, etc.
267 Miscellany and curioss

DIENALIelilag211E112181EZ
Cf. GC177, Oceanographic instruments

QC902, Meteorological ir.o.ruments
270 Peciodicals, societies, congresses, serial collections,

yearbooks
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QT PHYSIOLOGY QT

20.5 Research
Churn here works about research be general. Classift works about research on

a particular subject. by subject.

21 Physical mbicatios as a rehabs

22 Directories (Table G)
22.1 General covens (Not Table G)

tAborateries, institutes, etc.
23 Collective
24 Individual (Cutter from erne of agency)

25
Laboratery wasc=als. Experimental physiology. Technic

26 Eudr,ment and supplies
Classifr catalogs hera

24.5 Computers. Automatic data processing
Cf QT 18 C.amptter assisted laftlfICtiNt Ckasifi works on use for special subjects

0 =Neil

blesesam, ezleeltr, etc.
27 Collective
26 Individad (Cutter from use or mosesas, etc.)

32 Laws (Table G)
32.1 Gemmel coverage (Not Table Q

33

33.1
Disatssioa of law (Table G)

Gomel coverage (Not Table G)

PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS, AND ENGINEERING AS APPLIED TO

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MED:CAL PHENOMENA
Include have :mend works only. also works on opplkations m sped* problems0 =ilea

34 iiiophysics. Biomedicat englaseriag
WN Radiology

Cf. WA
35

in930 Theory of medical statistics. amino works for the biologist QH
Biomedical mathematics

32.3.3.
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WB

lea

284 Respired=

21111 Dkpostic uses of non-ionizing radiatioa

289 Dispostie uses of ultrasonics

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE WB

290 Medical history taking
am* verbs on medical word libraries and hospital records in sax I71

293 Co Ilecdoes of aided awe reports
asusifr here miscellaneous Akers Clasifr case reports limited to we disease

with disease.

THERAPEUTICS

300 General works

385 Instrecdons or nos-drug mescriptions for devices or therapy (General)
Clauifr specific detica or therapies by .mbjert

310 Palliadvc treatment. Terminal care
q WT 132 Nwsing 0111 I 0 'WWI& patiewt

320 Rabebiliktion of the disabled (General)
Class here Irorks an physical and medical rehabilitation in general as well as those

that include in addition educationaL soda4 and vocational rehabilitation. Classify
works as vedfic op.* by ppc eg.. Physical therapy gill 460. Classify work:
with a o medical slant in HD 7215-7256

325 After are
Cf. wm 29 for menvi patients- WO la Postoperative tam WY ICY) NullingWC



r

WQ
WQ

WQ

OBSTETRICS

Clag& nab as obstetrics for maser and obstetrical nursing in Ws 1.17.

WQ 1-175 General
WQ 200-260 Primacy
WQ 300-330 Labor
WQ 400-450 Obstetrical Surgery
WQ 300 -305 Puerperium

1 Societies (Cutter iron mac of society)
lacluda ephemeral membership lists issued serial& or separately. Classify substantrallists Nide armories Classihr manual twporsa jOUI7144 etc. in Wl.

Collections (General)
5 By several authors
7 By bedind anthers

9 Addresses. Essays. Lectures (General)

11 History (Table G)
ILI General coverage (Not Table G)

13 Dictioumits. Eacyclopedias

15 CIainMes lea. Nomeadature

16 Tables. Statistics

17 Atlases. Pictorial works
Classihr allows limited m a particular yore of the system here aka

1$ Education. Outlines. Quesduns end answers. Teachers' instructionsCaddop and discusdos of andievissal material. Computer assistedbstructios
aassify here works about education and audiovisual materials Claz,if textbooksand mood audiovisual mate*, by subject.

19 Schools, departments, and besides of la;stetria



WQ OBSTETRICS WQ

20 Research
Classify here works about research in general Classify works about research on

a particular subject by subject.

21 Obstetrics as a profession

22

22.1
Dt-ectories (Table G)

General coverage (Not Table G)

Cludcs, dispeasaries, eft.
23 Collective (Table G)
23.1 General coverage (Not 1m...g G)
24 Individual Gable G)

25 '&,aboratory manuals. Technic

26 Equipment and supptes
Gas*, catakp is W 26.

26.5 Ccmputers. Autonomic data processing
C.I WO IS Computer twitted inuructkm. Chug, works on use for special

subjects by atbiset.

MatentitY boslikals
27 Collective (Table C)
27.1 General coverage (Not Table G)
2$ Lavigne! (Table G)

32 Laws (Table G)
32.1 General coverage (Not Table G)

33

33.1
Nicosia of law (Tisk G)

General CO.1411 (Not Table G)

100 Gann ,tortes

ao Popular works on prasnaccy and childbirth. Natural childbirth

160 Midwifery'

145 Manna for midwives

175 Prenatal ,
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WQ

200 General works

OBSTETRICS WQ

PREGNANCY

202 Diagnosis4 QY 333 Pregnancy teen:

205 Fertilization. Conception. Dev.,opmeat of ovum. General physiology of
reproductioa

206 Su Marmalades (Diapostic)

200 Artificial aseedution

209 Presatel diagnosis. Fetal monitoring

210 Fetus. Fetal musk sum umbilical cord (Coastal). PerinstolovClog& works on fetal experimentation in general in W 201

210.5 Fetal amtemy, physiology, and biocimmistry

211 Fetal diseases (General or not indexed elsewhere)

212 Placenta
CI WE 920 Placental Ittrmonal

215 Tozemins
e.g., Edam*.

220 Ectopie preparacy

325 Abortion. Fetal death
Cf. WQ 440 Induced abortion; W 867 Criminal abortion.

235 Multiple prepauy

340 Pregnancy complicadoes (General or not indgzed elsewhere)
Class(1 works ear repent, toxemia: in WQ 215.



WQ OBSTETRICS WQ

252 Hematologic complications

256 Infections diseases

260 Uro logic complications

LABOR

300 General works

305 Pbysiology. Clinical coarse

307 Presentados

310 DUI ladt labor

320 Disproporder of the pelvis

330 Complications of labor
e.g., Postpartum hemorrhage

OBSTETRICAL SURGERY

400 General works
Clot sjrn works on obstetrical anesthesia in WO 4,5a

415 Doba7 (Including preparatory manipulation)

425 Use of forceps

430 Cesarean section. Sympbysiotomy and similar technics

435 Embryotomy

440 induction of labor. Therapeutic abortion. Technics of !educed abortion
Class0 works on axiological and religious aspects of induced abor:Pm in HQ 767.





TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 6

Statement of Objective

Choose appropriate subject headings and subheadings based on an
understanding of MeSH vocabulary and the principles of application
based on NLM's cataloging practices and policies.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to have a basic understanding of the MeSH
Annotated Alphabetic List and how to interpret the entries found in
it. Examinees are expected to assign main headings and all types of
subheadings (i.e., topical, geographic, form, and language) from
MeSH for materials in uncomplicated subjects.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. MeSH Annotated Alphabetic List
2. Course C.. de for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification

Rey Elements: Will include a choice of possible subject headings
(including a combination of main headings and subheadings) from which
the examinee would choose the one in the correct format according to
NLM's application of MeSH vocabulary for cataloging practices.

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will consist of a hypothetical title of a book that
is to have subject headings assigned to it, followed by two or
three possible MeSH entries from the MeSH Annotated Alphabetic
List . The MeSH entries will be followed by the question:
"According to NLM's cataloging practices and policies, the
correct subject heading is?"

2. The hypothetical title of the book should be descriptive enough
for the examinee to make the correct choice.

3. The MeSH entries should include major and/or minor descriptors
that have cataloging and/or indexing annotations that restrict
the use of the descriptor in some way.

4. Each item will require the examinee to recognize and understand
cataloging an indexing annotations.

ek U
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Rerponse Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given, each
consisting of subject headings (including subheadings if
appropriate) found in the current edition of the MeSH Annotated
Alphabetic List .

2. Only one correc- answer will be possible.

3. A distracter may be incorrect when any of the following
conditions exist:

1. an inappropriate subheading is used with a main heading;

2. a minor descriptor is used rather tLan a major descriptor;

3. a subheading is used with a minor descriptor;

4. an allowable subheading is used with a major descriptor.
but NLM cataloging practices do not permit the use.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit wi:1 be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You are cataloging the book titled Relative Costs of Home Care and
Hospital Care in Australia. You note the following entries in the
MeSH Annotated Alphabetic List :

COST ALLOCATION
N3219.191.10

NM; oak Atsio /rnshods Meek tee shiltni* gess Icon
PM
Ns frier COSTS AND COST ANALYSIS
X COST APPORTIONMENT
X COST SIUPTINO

COST APPOLDONMENT Ns COST ALLOCATION
MIN. I SIAM

COSTS AND COST ANALYSIS
N3.219.151+
NIM; aely/legis Amthods Meads, 'elm NNW: mks eider COST
ALLOCATION; Dr. COSTS
df

XU COST ALLOCATION
XU DIRECT SERVICE COSTS

OWL DIRECT SERV= Ns DIRECT SERVICE COSTS
N32111.ISI.471

ECONOMICS, HOSPITAL
113.210.241

011T1 el Nemallel mar par /sow NO INNI& boy wessa: WNW
IMAM oar Am Meek aossaMt oho HOSPITAL 0 tAMNOCATALOQ /wog /boa
X HOSPITAL SCONOMICS



According to NLM's cataloging practices and p'licies, the correct
subject heading is?"

1. Cost Allocation
2. Cost Allocation -- trends
3. Costs and costs analysis -- Australia
4. Hospital Economics - Australia
5. Economics, Hospital -- Australia

Source: Course Guide for C" 524: MeSH and NLM Classification,
10-17.

file: techservobject6
PD 25.5.2
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APPENDIX IV

Performance Objectives in Health Sciences Lib.arianship
Area of Concentration Examinations

Public Services

1. Select specific reference works or online sources in the health
sciences for specific information seeds or problems.

2. Employ advanced searching techniques and strategies for searching
selected online databases.

3. Determine the appropriate subject headings and subheadings based on an
understanding of MeSH vocabulary and the principles of application for
information retrieval.

4. Interpret the elements of a collection development policy in order to
select or weed materials in a health sciences library.

5. Select appropriate mechanisms to measure collection strengths and
weaknesses.

Technical Services

1. Interpret the elements of a collection development policy in order to
select or weed materials in a health sciences library.

2. Select appropriate mechanisms to measure collection strengths and
weaknesses.

3. Select appropriate online and print sources for bibliographic
verification of health sciences materials in all formats.

4. Select appropriate cataloging tools and both online and print sources
of bibliographic information for descriptive cataloging or
classification information.

5. Determine the appropriate NLM or LC classification number based on
current cataloging practice for a wide variety of materials, such as,
monographs, covering multi-faceted subjects, serials, or audiovisuals.

6. Identify and describe NLM's application of descriptive cataloging
codes.

7. Choose appropriate subject headings and subheadings based on an
understanding of MeSH vocabulary and the principles of application of
NLM's cataloeng practices and policies.
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8. Determine the most economic and prompt method for ordering health
sciences library material.

flosoital Librarx

1. Select specific reference works or online sources in the health
sciences for specific information needs or problems.

2. Determine the appropriate subject headings and subheadings based on an
understanding of MeSH vocabulary and the principles of application for
information retrieval.

3. Interpret the elements of a collection development policy in order toselect or weed materials in a health sciences library.

4. Select appropriate mechanisms to measure collection I trengths and
weaknesses.

5. Identify principles of effective management in hospital library
services.

6. Understand principles and practices in the effective utilization of
hospital library facilities and space.

7. Comprehend principles and concepts of effective financial resource
management in hospital libraries.

1 . 1
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APPENDIX V
ITEM MODELS

AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
PUBLIC SERVICES

Objective 1

Statement of Objective

Select specific reference works or online sources in the health
sciences for specific information needs or problems.

General Description

The examinee must exhibit a depth of knowledge of specific print and
online sources, including their scope, coverage, content, arrangement,
and access points. This will also include a knowledge of the less
frequently used print and online sources.

Content Limitations

Sorg= The examinee will be responsible for knowing the content of
sources listed in:

1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference
Sources in the Health Sciences,. 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984.

2. Bradley, J. Hospital library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
Chapter 8

3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice, 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 1, chapters 5 & 6

j(ev Elements;
1. Specific information need or problem
2. Specific print or online resources
3. Scope, coverage, content, arrangement, access points of

specific print and online resources

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents the information problem or need, followed by the
question: "Which of the following sources is [most/least] likely
to answer this question?" or "Which of the following is
imost/leastl [efficient/quick]?"

2. Each item will require selection of a specific print or online
resource which is the most/least appropt:ate to answer the
question based on knowledge of scope, coverage, content,
arrangement, and access points.
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of the complete title of a work or the
author's last name and the complete title of the work, depending
on how it is best known. All of the alternative will be titles
from sources listed under content limitations.

3. Only one correct answer will be possible. The other alternatives
may meet part of the stimulus but not all of it.

4. An incorrect response may have a title which suggests that it is
the correct answer without in fact being the correct answer.

5. An incorrect response may include related information but not meet
the condition 'most /least" required in the stem.

Criterion for Credit:
Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample 1:

A physician is seeking information on family planning practices in
India and China. Which of the following sources is mat likely toanswer this question?

1. EMBASE
2. DIRLINE
3. BIOSIS Previews
4. POPLINE

Source: Roper, F. and Boorkman, SA. Introduction to Reference
Sources in the Health Sciencel. 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984,
p. 75.
NLM Onlinc Services Reference Manual 2.4.1, 2.4.2

Item Sample 2:

A physician has come to you asking for information on the interactions
of two drugs. Which of the following is lint likely to answer this
question?

1. Evaluations of Drug Interactions
2. Hansten's Drug Interactions
3. Martindale: Thf. Extra Pharmacopoeia
4. The Merck Index: An Encyclopeaia of Chemicals, Drugs and

Biologicals

Source: Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference.
Sources in the Health Sciences, 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984,
p. 130.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
PUBLIC SERVICES

Ob iective 2

Statement of the Objective

Employ advanced searching techniques and strategies for searchir.6
selected online databases.

General Description

Each examinee is expected to employ advanced searching techniques and
strategies for searching (Wine databases, The databases each examinee
is expected to know include: EMBASE, PSYCINFO, BIOSIS, CHEMICAL
ABSTRACTS ONLINE, CINAHL, MEDLINE, TOX?TET, PDQ, and CANCERLINE.
Vendors include: Dialog, BRS, STN, and NLM

Content Limitations

Sourcp
1. DRS Search System User's Manual
2. Dialog, System Reference Manual
3. EMBASE Training Program I and II (course syllabi)
4. Search Guide; BIOSIS Previews Edition
5. PsvcInfo User's Reference Manual
6. DIALOG Blue Sheets
7. BRS White Pages
8. NLM Online Service Reference Manual

Key elements;
1. Information request upon which to base search strategy and

techniques
2. Name of the databa.. vendor to be searched
3. Name of the database to be searched
4. Boolean logic, unit record structure, controlled vocabularies

(database thesauri), controlled vs. natural language
searching

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. Each item will describe an information need or request which may
be satisfied through a search on an online bibliographic retrieval
system. The item will conclude with the question: "Which search
strategy will recall the (greatest/least] number of relevant
citations"?
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2. Each item sill require the selection of the appropriate response
based upon knowledge of the database and database vendor specified
in the stem. This means knowledge of the following: search
software mechanics, controlled vocabulary, Boolean logic, and unit
record structure.

3. Specifics about the controlled vocabulary for that database may ormay not also be given.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of either controlled approaches
combined with Boolean operators; or natural language approaches
combined with Boolean operators; or a combination of natural
language and controlled vocabulary with Boolean operators.

3. A respor ,e may be incorrect due to: inappropriate interpretation
of database controlled vocabulary; a lack of search logic; or
inappropriate level of comprehensiveness. (i.e. too may
irrelevant or too few relevant citations.)

4. The correct response will satisfy the need, demonstrate search
logic, use the specified database's controlled vocabulary, and
result in the appropriate level of comprehensiveness.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample:

A resident prescribes propranolol to treat a hypertensive elderly
patient and wonders about the effects. You search EMBASE using DIALOG.
In looking up the EMCLAS. EMTAGS and Malimet descriptors you find:

A. Propranolol and Hypertension are descriptors.
B. EMCLASS codes: 37.10.2 Antihypertensive Drugs; 18.13.2.

Clinical Hypertension; 20.5.3 Hypertension
C. EMTAGS: 19 Aged; 920 Cardiovascular System; 160 Treatment

Given this information, which search strategy would recall the greatest
number of relevant articles?

1. SS Propranolol/DE and SH- 037.10.02' and SH.018,13.02? and
SH020.05.03?

2. Propranolol.DE. and 037.10.02*.CC. and 018.13.02#.CC. and
020.05.03*.CC.

3. Propranolol.DE. and Hypertension.DE. and 0019.11. and
0160.11.

4. SS Propranolol/DE and Hypertension/DE and TC.0019 and TC.0160

Source: Excerpta Medica Training Program 1, 1983, p62. (course
syllabus)

Item Sample 2:

You are trying to locate information on kidney stones, but you are not
sure how kidney stones are indexed in MYZDLINE. You do the search using
the NLM system. Which search strategy would recall the greatest number
of relevant articles?

1. kidney adj stone$1
2. ss ::idney(w)stone?
3. all kidney stone*
4. (tw) kidney and stone*

Source: NLM Online Services Reference Manta", 7.4.3
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
PUBLIC SERVICES

Objective 3

Statement of Objective

Determine the appropriate subject headings and subheadings based on an
understanding of MeSH vocabulary and the principles of application for
information retrit-.9.1.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to be able to interpret entries iL the MeSH
Annotated Alohabetic List and determine which main headings and
subheadings should be used when searching Index Medicus, MEDLINE, or
the, card catalog. Examinees should be able to interpret MeSH scope
notes, cross references, dates and cataloging and indexing annotations,
and be familiar with NLM's cataloging practices and policies in the use
of MeSH.

Contents Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Front matter of the MeSH Annotated Alphab;;tic List and Index

Medicus
2. Course guide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classifier. :ion
3. Feinglos, S. MEDLINE: a basic guide to searching, 1985.
4. Roper, F., Boorkman, J.A., Introduction to Reference Sources

in the Health Sciencu, 1984.

&cyXlementv Will include the assignment of main headings and all
types of subheadings (i.e.. topical, geographic, form, language)
according to NLM's cataloging practices for creation of entries in a
card catalog; the choice of headings and subheading! used to search
MEDL1NE or the printed Index Medicus; the interpretation of MeSH notes
and other annotations.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a searching situation for the printed Index
Medicus or for MEDLINE, followed by the statement: "The MeSH
Annotated Alphabetic List contains the following entry (entries):"

2. The complete entry from MeSH including scope notes, cross
references, dates and other annotations are presented.
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3. The examinee is asked: *Based on this eatry (these entries), which
of the following statements is true (false) for searching [name
appropriate scarce, i.e., printed index Medicus, IvEDLINE]?"

Respou :c ''tributes:

1. Four or alternative responses will be given each relating to
the WS itries given in the stem.

2. All responses will be superficia 14 plausible; none will be
obviously irrelevant to the marginally informed examinee.

3. A response may be lac( i rect due to: inappropriate interpretation
of content notes, searraing notes, date, or cross reference
structure.

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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I.4m Sample 1:

You are searching the printed Index Medicus for references on the topic
of temporomandibular joint syndrome from 1966 to the present. The MeSH
Annotated Alphabetic List contains the following entries:

TrAPOROMANDIBULAR JOIST DISEASES
Z.S10.103+

a. le tens Wow: DI,. TMJ DM
$2

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOLvT SYNDROME
c3.S00.407.711 C3..fl0301.901
CIASIAILSOS
est sees Mom OF: 1141 SYNDROME
73: "at COVENT SYNDROME If44-72
we TEMFOROMANDIEVLAR JOINT SYNDROME so search COSTENS
SYNDROME leek dies PM
X COSTENS SYNDROME
X MYOFASCIAL FAIN DYSFUNCTION SYNDROME

TEMFOROMANDIBULUt JOINT
XR FACIAL FAIN

Based on these entries, which of the following statements is vat for
searching the printed hislgx Medicus?

1. COSTEN'S SYNDROME is a "see' reference to TEMPOROMANDIBULAR
JOINT DISEASES

2. TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME is searchable back through
1966

3. The data form abbreviation TMJ DIS is searchable
4. The data form abbreviation TMJ SYNDROME is searchable
5. COSTEN'S SYNDROME should be used from 1966 to 1972

Source: Preliminary pages of the MeSH Annotated Alphabetic List.



Item Sample 2:

You are searching in MEDLINE for references on the topic of
temporomandibular joint syndrome from 1966 to the present. The MeS1-1
ganptated Alphabetic List contains the following entries:

TDIPOROMANDIBULAR JOLNT DISEASES
CS..00.90114.
am sus Wow: C311: TM, DM

TEMPOROMANDDICLAR JOLT SYNDROME
CJ.:01607.761 C4.35030530S
C11.651.6113011

we um alms DP: DAC SYNDROME
73: von COSTV41 SYNDROME 1961-72
as TEMFOROMANDUBULAE JOINT SYNDROME to sock COSTD15SYNDROME Mak Wu 1%6
X COSTENS SYNDROME
X MYOFASCIAL FAIN DYSFUNCTION SYNDROME.

TILMPOROMANDUIULAA JOLVT
XR FACIAL FAIN

Based on these entries, which of the following statements is false for
searching MEDLINE?

1. COSTEN'S SYNDROME is a "see" reference to TEMPOROMANDIBULA410
JOINT SYNDROME

2. TEMPOROMANDIBUI R JOINT SYNDROME is searchable back through
1966

3. The data form abbreviation TMJ DIS is searchable
4. The data form abbreviation TMJ SYNDROME is searchable
5. COSTEN'S SYNDROME should be used from 1966 to 1972

Source: Preliminary pages of the IvieSH Annotated Alphabetic List.
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Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a searching situation for the card catalog
followed by the statement: "The MeSH Annotated Alohabetic List
contains the following entry (entries):".

2. The complete entry from MeSH including scope notes, cross
references, dates, and other annotations are presented.

3. The examinee is asked: "Based on this entry (these entries), which
of the following entries would you expect to find (not find) in
the card catalog?"

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will bt.: given each relating to
the MeSH entries given in the stem.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible; none will be
obviously irrelevant to the marginally informed examinee.

3. A response may be incorrect when any of the following conditions
exist:
a) an inappropriate subheading is used with a main heading
b) a minor descriptor is used, with or without a subheading, for

an entry in the card catalog
c) an incorrect combination of subheadings are used with a main

heading for a card catalog entry
d) a content note, indexing or cataloging note, dates, or cross

references are interpreted incorrectly

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample:

You are searching in your card catalog for books on the subject of
statistical information of health occupations. The /vIeSH Annotated
Alphabetic List contains the following entries:

HEALTH MANPOWER
N2.330+
OEN illfir Near /Imitpower web specific beadoigs: when or & IM. do
etc erne /.tee (.. HEALTH OCCUPATIONS /ethic) issepo....er /orgaa
CATALOG: /smog /Cone
68
X HEALTH OCCUPATIONS MANPOWER
X HEALTH PERSONNEL

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
02+
*My /moo /Wee /Mr Mend /ovedc /ow HEALTH MANPOWER:
for Wilk aisle try HEALTH MANPOWER or ALLIED PEALTH
PERSONNEL or PHYSICIANS' ASSISTANT'S CATALOG: /geog
/tone
iik Ives HEALTH PROFESSIONS IN1341
we HEALTH OCCUPATIONS ss seerch HEALTH PROFESSIONS beck
doe 1966
X AWED HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
X HEALTH PROFESSIONS
XR OCCUPATIONS

Based on these entries, which of the following entries would you ngt.
expect to find in the card catalog?

1. Health Manpower statistics
2. Health Manpower U.S. statistics
3. Health Occupations trends statistics
4. Health Occupations -- U.S. statistics
5. Health Occupations manpower statistics

Source: Course guide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification, p. 12-
19.
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Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a searching situation for the printed jndex
Medicus or for MEDLINE, followed by the statement: "The MISB.
Annotated Alphabetic List contains the following entry
(entries):".

2. The complete entry from MeSH including scope notes, cross
references, dates and other annotations are presented.

3. The examinee is asked: "Based on this entry (these entries), which
of the following entries would you expect to find (not find) in
[name appropriate source, i.e., MEDLINE, printed Index Medicus)?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given each relating to
the MeSH entries given in the stem.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible; none will be
obviously irrelevant to the marginally informed examinee.

3. A response may be incorrect due to: inappropriate interpretation
of content notes, searching notes, date, cross reference
structure, or main heading/subheading combination.

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.



Item Sample:

You are searching in the printed jndex Medicus for references on the
topic of statistical information of health occupations. The MeSH
Annotated Alphabetic List contains the following entries:

HEALTH MANPOWER
HMSO+
GEN air /mar /moopower with swift Imodosom *Imo GEN a DA. doam me /aka ( HEALTH OCCUPATIONS maw Aosopovrer impCATALOG: /mg /form
MI

X HEALTH OCCUPATIONS MANPOWER
X HEALTH PERSONNEL

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
02.
My /moo Aloe /Ms nerd /trade nom on HEALTH MANPOWER:for Midi aids try HEALTH MANPOWER or ALLIED HEALTH
PERSONNEL or PHYSICIANS' ASSISTANTS CATALOG: /woo/brio
Mk was HEALTH PROFESSIONS 1563-67
ode HEALTH OCCUPATIONS a mon* HEALTH PROFESSIONS beck
dos IMO
X ALLIED HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
X HEALTH PROFESSIONS
XR OCCUPATIONS

Based on these entries, which of the following entries would you expect
to find in the printed Index Medicus?

1. HEALTH MANPOWER / statistics
2. HEALTH OCCUPATIONS / statistics
3. HEALTH OCCUPATIONS / manpower
4. HEALTH OCCUPATIONS / supply & distribution
S. HEALTH MANPOWER / supply & distribution

Source: Preliminary pages of the MeSH Annotated Alphabetic Lit.



AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
PUBLIC SERVICES

Ob iective 4

Statement of Objective

Interpret the elements of a collection development policy in order to
select or weed materials in a health sciences library.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to compare and weigh the importance of
the various elements of a collection development policy for making
selection and deselection decisions. The examinee is expected to
apply selection criteria for all types of health sciences library
materials, including such formats as monographs, serials, audiovisual
software, and computer software.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference

Sources in the Health Sciences. 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984.
chapter 11

2. Bradley, J. jfosoital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
chapters 3 & 10

3. handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2. chapter 2

4. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Development

Key Elements; Will include elements commonly found in collection
development policies, such as definitions of terms, description of user
population, scope and coverage by subject, and guidelines regarding
format, type of material, price, user demand, date of publication,
language, multiple copies, replacements, retention and withdrawals.
More difficult areas of selection will be addressed, including gifts,
exchange, cooperative agreements with other libraries, etc.
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Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

I. The stem reproduces 3 or more elements of a collection development
policy that influence selection decisions, such as a description
of a specific user group, scope and coverage of a subject,
exclusion of a format, limitation by publication date, a policy on
multiple copies, limitation by price, or a cooperative agreement
with other libraries.

2. The stem concludes with a question in the following format
*Based on these criteria, which of the following titles would you
select (fins/]Sill to (add to/weed from] your collection?'

3. Each question will require weighing the relation of the different
parts of the collection policy in making title-specific decisions.

Response Attributes:

I. Four or five responses will be listed, each describing a real or
hypothetical title and including enough information to allow the
examinee to make a selection decision, such as author, title,
place, publisher, date, price, evidence of demand, etc.

2. None of the responses will meet all of the criteria for selection.

3. Every incorrect response svi!! meet at least one of the criteria.

4. The correct response will meet more of the criteria than any other
response.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample:

Your collection policy includes, among others, the following
statements:

- Materials in Cardiology, Orthopedics, and Pediatrics will be
collected at the research level.

- Monographs are usually purchased within 3 years of
publication date. Older monographs are seldom acquired.

- Clinical monographs published in countries other than the
United States, Great Britain, and Canada are rarely acquired.

- Monographs that have been requested on interlibrary loan or
recommended by users, and are on clinical medical subjects,
are seriously considered for purchase.

Based on these criteria, which of the following titles would you select
fiat to add to your collection?

1. McCarver, Timothy. Interpreting heart sounds.
Geneva : World Health Organization, 1982.

2. Fuller, Michael, ed. jatrotenic infections.
Sydney, NSW : Collins, 1985.

3. Leahy, Donald. $uraical treatment of innetratina wounds.
Boston : Little Brown, 1981.

4. Weisman, Gregor. Differential diagnosis.
Copenhagen : Munksgaard, 1982. (Recommended by Cardiology
resident).

5. Carlson, David. Communicable diseases in childhood. New
York : Academic Press, 1983. (Requested on interlibrary
loan).

Source: Bradley, J. flosnital Library Manageme it. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
p. 32-33.
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Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents one or more elements of a collection development
policy that influence selection decisions, such as a description
of a specific user group, scope and coverage of a subject,
exclusion of aiNformat, limitation by publication date, a policy on
multiple copies, limitation by price, or a cooperative agreement
with other libraries.

2. The stem then describes a title being considered for purchase,
including information relating to the collection development
policy elements described above and other information that may
affect interpretation of the elements.

3. The stem may also present an environmental situation, such as
"your library has a very limited budget this year" or "you have
just been given a donation of x dollars to purchase materials."

4. The examinee is then asked: "Based on the selection criteria
listed above, which one of the following purchase decisions will
you make?"

5. Each item will require weighing the different parts of the
collection policy in making titlespecific decisions.

Response Attributes:

I. Four or five responses will be listed, each consisting of one of
the foilowing purchase decisions:

a) Do not purchase
b) Purchase at a later time
c) Purchase now

2. Each response will also include a reason for the decision, such
as:

a) easily available elsewhere
b) too expensive
c) low priority addition to the collection
d) it was a recommendation
e) it has never been requested on interlibrary loan
f) it will be used frequently
g) our collection already has sufficient materials in this

area

3. Each response should force the examinee to discriminate among the
selection criteria.

4. A response may be incorrect because it represents an incorrect
purchase decision.
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S. A response may be incorrect because it includes an inappropriate
reason for the purchase decision.

6. Only the correct response will represent the correct decision and
the most appropriate reason for the decision.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

Your collection policy states (in part):

- Materials that cost more than $100 are rarely acquired
without evidence of need.

- Materials that are readily available on interlibrary loan are
rarely acquired without evidence of need.

You are considering purchasing an audiovisual entitled The Human Brain.
In evaluating the title you have noted the following information:

11B=INIati= MISBIBMIIM! ======= IMIEM11171111111= ======= MIMIMENIIIIIMILIBIE
Date of Publication

Format

Producer

Audience

Production quality

Price

Availability other
than by purchase

Potential use

Related items in
collection

User requests

1986

16 mm film

American Medical Association

adult, health professionals

excellent

$300

Available on loan from a library
in a neighboring region

6 times per year, by 3 or more
departments

one 16 mm film, 8 years old, fair
quality, used 5 times last year

Recommended by the chairman of the
Department of Neurology

a
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You have a very limited budget this year. Which one of the following
purchase decisions will you make?

1. Do not purchase; easily available elsewhere
2. Do not purchase; too expensive
3. Purchase later; your collection already has sufficient

materials in this area
4. Purchase now; it was recommended

Source: Bradley, J. iosoital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983,
p. 1'71.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
PUBLIC SERVICES

Ob iective 5

Statement of Objective

Select appropriate mechanisms to measure collection strengths and
weaknesses.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to recognize evaluation aids and
mechanisms for measuring collection strengths and weaknesses as well as
be able to point out the advantages or disadvantages of various
techniques used in assessing health sciences collections.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference,

Sources in the Health Sciences. 2nd :d. Chicago: MLA, 1984.
chapter 11

2. Bradley, .1. Hospital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,

1982. vol. 2
4. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Development

Key Elements: Will include examination of collet' ions in terms of
quantity, quality, or use, plus the advantages and disadvantages of the
various techniques for collection evaluation.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem describes a problem or need that requires an evaluation
of all or part of the collection and identifies an evaluation
technique to be used, such as user surveys, circulation counts,
consrltant review, etc. The description is followed by a question
in the following format: "Which of the following is [an
advantage/a disadvantage] of using that evaluation technique in
this situation?"

2. Each item will require recognizing an advantage or disadvantage of
a specified evaluation technique.
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed.

2. Each response will be plausible as an advantage or disadvantage of
an evaluation technique.

3. A response may be incorrect because it is [an advantage/a
disadvantage] of some other evaluation technique.

4. A response may be incorrect because it is an advantage of the
technique when a disadvantage is soui,IA, or vice versa.

5. A response may be incorrect because it accurately describes the
technique but is neither au advantage nor a disadvantage.

6. A response may be incorrect because it is a false statement.

7. Only the corre t answer will be [an advantage,/a disadvantage] of
the specifiea evaluation technique.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

Y4-. want to evaluate your study-level collection in nutrition and have
decided to compare your holdings to an authoritative nutrition
bibliography. Which of the following is a disadvantage of using that
evaluation technique in this situation?

1. The technique is .,axed on the assumption that there is a
relationship between the s, .e of the collection and its
ability to respond to user needs.

2. Comparing holdings to an external standard is not a method of
determining quality.

3. Extensive studies of this nature are most effectively pursued
with the use of sampling techniques.

4. Study-level collections are best judged by client-centered
techniques, such as usage studies.

Source: HansibszolsofMaicallazuyarlake. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, p. 73-77.
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Item Foram( 2

Stimulus attributes:

1. The stem describes a problem or need that requires an evaluation
of all or part of the collection, followed by a question in the
following format: "Which of the following techniques is the
[most/least] appropriate for evaluating a collection in this
situation?"

2. Each question will require selecting the [most/least] appropriate
evaluation technique.

Response attributes:

I. Four or five responses will be listed, each of which will be a
technique for evaluation, such as user surveys, circulation
,:ounts, reshelve tallies, etc.

2. A rtz;.nnse may be incorrect because it does not provide
information relevant to the stated need.

3. A response may be incorrect because it does not provide as
reliable a measure as the correct response.

4. Only the correct answer will give reliable information that is
relevant to the stated need.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

The medical schocl that your library serves is adding a new nutrition
component to its curriculum. Nutrition has not been emphasized before
and so has been collected very selectively. You want to evaluate your
holdings in nutrition to estimate the amount of extra funds to request.
Which of the following techniques is the least appropriate for
evaluating a collection in this situation?

1. Assessment by a subject consultant
2. Comparing holdings to an authoritative bibliography
3. Counting the number of books and journals in the subject.
4. Analyzing circulation statistics.

Source: Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, p. 73-77.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective L

Statement of Objective

Interpret the elements of a collection development policy in order to
sect or weed materials in a health sciences library.

General DQ4cription

Every examinee should be able to compare and weigh the importance of
the various elements of a collection development policy for making
selection and de-selection decisions. The examinee is expected to
apply selection criteria for all types of health sciences library
materials, including such formats as monographs, serials, audiovisual
software, and computer software.

Content Limitat ons

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference

Sources in the Health Sciences. 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984.
chapter 11

2. Bradley, J. Hospital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
chapters 3 & 10

3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, chapter 2

4. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Develvment

Key Elements: Will include elements commonly found in collection
development policies, such as definitions of terms, description of uses
rtlpule tion, scope and coverage by subject, and guidelines regarding
format, type of material, price, user demand, date of publication,
language, multiple copies, replacements, retention and withdrawals.
More difficult areas of selection will be addressed, including gifts,
exchange, cooperative agreements with other libraries, etc.
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Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem reproduces 3 or more elements of a collection development
policy that influence selection decisions, such as a description
of a specific user group, scope and coverage of a subject,
exclusion of a format, limitation by publication date, a policy on
multiple copies, limitation by price, or a cooperative agreement
with other libraries.

2. The stem concludes with a question in the following format:
"Based on these criteria, which of the following titles would you
select [flatilgat] to [add to/weed from] your collection?"

3. Each question will require weighing the relation of the different
parts of the collection policy in making title-specific decisions.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each describing a real or
hypothetical title and including enough information to allow the
examinee to make a selection decision, such as author, title,
place, publisher, date, price, evidence of demand, etc.

2. None of the responses will meet all of the criteria for selection.

3. Every incorrect response will meet at least one of the criteria.

4. The correct response will meet more of the criteria than any other
response.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample:

Your collection policy includes, among others, the following
statements:

- Materials in Cardiology, Orthopedics, and Pediatrics will be
collected at the research level.

- Monographs are usually purchased within 3 years of
publication date. Older monographs are seldom acquired.

- Clinical monographs published in countries other than the
United States, Great Britain, and Canada are rarely acquired.

- Monographs that have been requested on interlibrary loan or
recommended by users, and are on clinical medical subjects,
are seriously considered for purchase.

Based on these criteria, which of the following titles would you selt:ct
fits/ to add to your collect;on?

1. McCarver, Timothy. Interpreting heart sounds.
Geneva : World Health Organization, 1982.

2. Fuller, Michael, ed. Iatrogenic infections.
Sydney, NSW : Collins, 1985.

3. Leahy, Donald. Surgical treatment of penetrating wounds..
Boston : Little Brown, 1981.

4. Weisman, Gregor. Differential diagnosis.
Copenhagen : Municsgaard, 1982. (Recommended by Cardiology
resident).

5. Carlson, David. Communicable diseases in childhoot New
York : Academic Press, 1983. (Requested on interlibrary
loan).

Source: Bradley, J. Hospital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
p. 32-33.
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Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents one or more elements of a collection development
policy that influence selection decisions, such as a description
of a specific user group, scope and coverage of a subject,
exclusion of a format, limitation by publication date, a policy on
multiple copies, limitation by price, or a cooperative agreement
with other libraries.

2. The stem then describes a title being considered for purchase,
including information relating to the collection development
policy elements described above and other information that may
affect interpretation of the Cements.

3. The stem may also present an environmental situation, such as
"your library has a very limited budget this year" or "you have
just been given a donation of x dollars to purchase materials."

4. The examinee is then asked: "Based on the selection critei is
listed above, which one of the following purchase decisions will
you make?*

5. Each item will require weighing the different parts of the
collection policy in making title-specific decisions.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each consisting of one of
the following purchase decisions:

a) Do not purchase
b) Purchase at a later time
c) Purchase now

2. Each response will also include a reason for the decision, such
as:

a) easily available elsewhere
b) too expensive
c) low priority addition to the collection
d) it was a recommendation
e) it has never been requested on interlibrary loan
f) it will be used frequently
g) your collection already has sufficient materials in this

area

3. Each response should force the examinee to discrirnivate among the
selection criteria.

4. A response may be incorrect because it represents an incorrect
purchase decision.
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5. A response may be incorrect because it includes an inappropriate
reason for the purchase decision.

6. Only the correct response will represent the correct decision and
the most appropriate reason for the decision.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

Your collection policy states (in part):

- Materials that cost more than 5100 are rarely acquired
without evidence of need.

- Materials that are readily available on interlibrary loan are
rarely acquired without evidence of need.

You are considering purchasing an audiovisual entitled The Human Brain.
In evaluating th, title you have noted the following information:

IIIIUSROMEN11111111111.MINtallE1111111MilIMMISIMIIIIM 11111.1.1. 111111MMIWBMINIMIMIIIMIIII!
Date of Publication

Format

Producer

Audience

Production quality

Price

Availability other
than by purchase

Potential use

Related itnms in
collection

User requests

1986

16 mm film

American Medical Association

adult, health professionals

excellent

5300

Available on loan from a library
in a neighboring region

6 times per year, by 3 or more
departments

one 16 mm film, 8 years old, fair
quality, used S times last year

Recommended by the chairman of the
Department of Neurology
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You have a very limited budget this year. Which one of the following
purchase decisions will you make?

1. Do not purchase; easily available elsewhere
2. Do not purchase; too expensive
3. Purchase later; your collection already has sufficient

materials in this area
4. Purchase now; it was recommended

Source: Bradby, J. Hospital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983,p. 171.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 2

Statement of Objective

Select appropriate mechanisms to measure collection strengths and
weaknesses.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to recognize evaluation aids and
mechanisms for measuring collection strengths and weaknesses as well as
be able to point out the advantages or disadvantages of various
techniques used in assessing health sciences collections.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction

Sources in thz Health Sciences, 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984.
chapter 11

2. Bradley, J. Bosoital Library Management, Chicago: MLA, 1983.
3. Handbook of Medical Library _Practice, 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,

1982. vol. 2
4. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Development

Key Elements: Will include examination of collections in terms of
quantity, quality, or use, plus the advantages and disadvantages of the
various techniques for collection evaluation.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes

1. The stem describes a problem or need that requires an evaluation
of all or part of the collection and identifies an evaluation
technique to be used, such as user surveys, circulation counts,
consultant review, etc. The description is followed by a question
in the following format "Which of the following is [an
advantage/a disadvantage] of using that evaluation technique in
this situation?

2. Each item will require recognizing an advantage or disadvantage of
a specified evaluation technique.
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed.

2. Each response will be plausible as an advantage or disadvantage of
an evaluation technique.

3. A response may be incorrect because it is [an advantage/a
disadvantage] of some other evaluation technique.

4. A response may be incorrect because it is an advantage of the
technique when a disadvantage is sought, or vice versa.

S. A response may be incorrect because it accurately describes the
technique but is neither an advantage nor a disadvantage.

6. A response may be incorrect because it is a false statement.
7. Only the correct answer will be [an advantage/a disadvantage] of

the specified evaluation technique.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You want to evaluate your study-level collection in nutrition and havedecided to compare your holdings to an authoritative nutrition
bibliography. Which of the following is a disadvantage of using that
evaluation technique in this situation?

1. The technique is based on the assumption that there is a
relationship between the size of the collection and its
ability to respond to user needs.

2. Comparing holdings to an external standard is not a method of
determining quality.

3. Extensive studies of this nature are most effectively pursued
with the use of sampling techniques.

4. Study-level collections are best judged by client-centered
techniques, such as usage studies.

Source: Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, p. 73-77.
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Item Format 2

Stimulus attributes:

1. The stem describes a problem or need that requires an evaluation
of all or part of the collection, followed by a question in the
following format "Which of the following techniques is the
[most/least] appropriate for evaluating a collection in this
situation?"

2. Each question will require selecting the [most /least] appropriate
evaluation technique.

Response attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each of which will be a
technique for evaluation, such as user surveys, circulation
counts, reshelve tallies, etc.

2. A response may be incorrect because it does not provide
information relevant to the stated need.

3. A response may be incorrect because it does not provide as
reliable a measure as the correct response.

4. Only the correct answer will give reliable information that is
relevant to the stated need.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

The medical school that your library serves is adding a new nutrition
component to its curriculum. Nutrition has not been emphasized before
and so has been collected very selectively. You want to evaluate your
holdings in nutrition to estimate the amount of extra funds to request.
Which of the following techniques is the least appropriate for
evaluating a collection in this situation?

1. Assessment by a subject consultant
2. Comparing holdings to an authoritative bibliography
3. Counting the number of books and journals in the subject.
4. Analyzing circulation statistics.

Source: handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, p. 73-77.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 3

Statement of Objective

Select appropriate online and print sources for bibliographic
verification of health sciences materials in all formats.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to be able to select the most appropriate
online or print source to verify the bibliographic elements of an item
to be ordered. Examinees should be able to select the most or least
appropriate source for verification of health sciences monographs,
serials, and materials in specialized formats, such as government
publications, technical reports, audiovisuals, rare books, and
translations.

Content Limitations

sources; Will be limited to the following:
1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. jntroduction to Reference

Sources in the Health Sciences. 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984,
chapter 6, 11, & 14

2. Bradley, J. Hospital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
Chapter 4 & 10

3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, chapter 3

4. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Development

jCev Elements: Will include standard as well as lesser used online and
print sources of bibliographic information for health sciences
materials in all formats.

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will describe a type of health sciences publication to be
purchased and a particular element to be verified, followed by one
of the following questions: 'Which of the following is the hat
source to verify this infmation?" or "Which of the following is
hu an appropriate source for verifying this information?"

2. Each item will require identification of specific verification
sources.
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each consisting of the fulltitle of an online and/or print verification source.

2. A response may be incorrect because it does not contain the
information requested.

3. A response may be incorrect because it includes some of the
information requested, but not all of it.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You would like to purchase a National Library of Medicine document butyou need to verify the price before ordering. Which of the followingis nat an appropriate source for verifying this information?

1. National Library of Medicine News.. GPO Sales Publications Reference File
3. Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
4. MEDOC
5. National Library of Medicine Current Catalog

Sources: Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,1982. vol. 2, p. 111-113
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 4

Statement of Objective

Select appropriate cataloging tools and both online and print sources
of bibliographic information for descriptive cataloging or
classification information.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to know standard as well as lesser used
online and print sources for obtaining bibliographic information for
descriptive cataloging or classification information. Emphasis will be
placed on those sources needed to catalog all types of materials (e.g.,
monographs, serials, audiovisuals), particularly those in peripheral
subject areas (e.g., biology, anthropology, or psychology). Examinees
should be able to evaluate which source is best for the particular
types of materials being cataloged.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. introductioki to Reference

Sources in the Health Sciences. 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA,
1984.

2. Bradley, J. Hosoital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
Chapter 5

3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, chapters 5 & 6

4. Course guide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification

Key Elements: Will include standard as well as lesser used online and
print sources used for obtaining bibliographic information for
descriptive cataloging or classification information.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a title to be classified in either the NLM or LC
classification.

2. The stem may also present other relevant information about the
title if appropriate for describing the cataloging situation. This
may include information such as when it was published, if any and
what kind a cataloging copy information is already available and
may need to be updated.
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3. The examinee is asked: "Which of the following is the hat (least
appropriate) source to determine the classification number that
NLM would assign to this work?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given, each consisting
of full titles of online or print source , of cataloging
information.

2. A response may inc/ ie the information requested, but may not bethe most authoritative source for the information.

3. All responses will be plausible; no response will be obviously
irrelevant to the uninformed examinee.

4. Only one correct response will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You are cataloging the title, Nutrition and diet in small animal
medicine, which was just published this year. Which of the following isthe hen source to determine the classification number .hat NLM wouldassign to this work?

1. Cataloging in Publication
2. National Library of Medicine Classification
3. National Union Catalog
4. Library of Congress Classification

Source: Course guide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classificatioa, 0. 30.

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a title to be cataloged.

2. The stem may also present other relevant ini ormation about the
title if appropriate for describing the cataloging situation. This
may include information such as when it was published, if any and
what kind of cataiaging copy information is already available and
may need to be updated.
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3. The examinee is asked: "Which of the following is the ken (least
appropriate) sou. ce to obtain current descriptive cataloging
information according to the practices followed by the National
Library of Medicine?"

R espor e A ttribr_.es:

1. Four or fly alternative responses will be given, each consistingof full titles of online or print sources of descriptive
cataloging information.

2. A response may include the information requested, but may not be
the most authoritative source for the information.

3. All responses will be plausible; no response will be obviously
irrelevant to the uninformed examinee.

4. Only one correct response will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You are cataloging the title: Abortion: the develooment of the Roman
Catholic nersoective, Which of the following is the jeast appropriate
source to obtain current descriptive cataloging information according
to the practices followed by the National Library of Medicine?"

1. CATLINE
2. National Union Catalog
3. National Library of Medicine Current Catalog
4. Cataloging in Publication

Source: Course Guide for MLA CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification, p.
1-5.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Obiective 5

Statement of Objective

Determine the appropriate NLM or LC classification number basc.1 on
current cataloging practice for a wide variety of materials, such as,
monographs covering multi-faceted subjects, serials, or audiovisuals.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to have a thorough understanding of the NLM
Classification, including the use of form numbers and geographic
subdivisions, and NLM's use of the LC Classification schedules, and beable to classify materials on multi-faceted or complex subjects,
covering all formats (e.g., monograph?, serials, audiovisuals).

Contents Limitations

Sources; Will be limited to the following:
I. Bradley, J. jiosoital Library Mumma Chicago: MLA, 1983.

Chapter 5
2. flandboot of Medical Library Practice, 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,

1982. vol. 2, chapters 5 & 6
3. Course guide to MLA CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification
4. National Library of Medicine Classification, 4th ed., revised

1981.
5. LC Classification Schedules

Key Elements: Will include assignment of NLM and LC classification
numbers to works in complex subjects, as well as works covering a
variety of material formats. Will include all areas of the
classification schedules.

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes;

1. The stem preser.ts a title page, and other preliminaries if needed,
or describes a cataloging situation.

2. The examinee is asked: "According to NLM cataloging policy, which
is the most aoorooriate classification number to assign to this
work?"
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be listed, each consisting
of an NLM or LC classification number.

2. Responses any relate to the application of one or more principles
of catalorJg practice.

3. All responses will be plausible; no response will be obviously
irrelevant to the uninformed examinee.

4. Responses will include the corresponding sections of the NLM or LCclassification schedules.

5. A response may be incorrect under any of the following conditions:a) incorrect application of form numbers
b) incorrect application of geographic subdivisions
c) incorrect interpretation of a scope note
d) incorrect interpretation of an entry in the index of the NLM

Classification schedule

6. Only one correct answer ill be possible.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You are cataloging a book entitled: !ommunication therapy in childhoodIchuophrenia: an auditory monitot.4 , approach, According to NLM
cataloging policy, which is the /oust appropriate classification numberto assign to this work?

(Refer to attached corresponding sections of the NLM Classification)

1. W1.1 193
2. WS 105.5 .M3
3. WS 350.2
4. WS 350.8 .S6
5. WM 205

Source: Course guide for MLA CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification,
p.36-37.
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PSYCHIATRY WM

145 Psychological tests. Projective technics, e.g., Rorschach test. TAT
Cassij, works on intelligence tats usually administered to people considered normal

kt BF 431.

170 Neuroses

171 Affective disturbances
C,': WM 207 Manic depressive psychoses Include works on depression here.

172 Anxiety

173 1... aria and associated disorders

173.5 Conversion disorder

173.6 Dissociative disorders

173.7 Amnesia and other memoir disorders

174 Neurasthenia. Mental fatigue

175 Appetite disorders associated with neuroses. Anorexia nervosa
C,C 87 143 for appetite disorders in general; ws 111-130 for disorders of children

and infants

176 Obsessive-compulsive neuroses. Compulsive behavior

170 Phobias. Hypochondria' sis. Sick role
Cannily works on sick role assodated with a particular disease with the disease.

13$ Sleep disorders and associated conditions
C.'etnAr here material on all disorders of sleep regardless of severity Include popular

works Cf RS 108 Physiology of sleep.

190 Personality &sorders (General or not indexed elsewhere)
e.g., Inadequate pasonaliv. Passive-dependent personality

:93 Defense mechanisms
CI', Wit 173.1 Conversion mem: WS 330iLD3 Deism* mechanism in children.

Cassifir works on purely psychological aspeca of various defense mechanisms
in appropriate BP numbers
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WM

193.5 Special topics, A-Z

PSYCHIATRY WM

.A2 Acting out
.D3 Denial (psychology)
.D5 Displacement Psychology)
23 Perceptual defense
.P7 Projecdon
.R2 Radoesdizadon
.112 Reversion
24 Represtdon
.Sat Sublimation. Fantasy

197 Psychomotor disorders (Genera: or not indexed elsewhere)
cbusif speog ifrontes by arojaz ag. Apraxia WL 34a

200 Psychoses

202 Funcdonal

203 Schizophrenia and schizophrenic syndromes

203.5 Autism

204 Cognition and perceptual disorders associated with psychoses

205 Paranoia and paranoid syndromes

207 Manic-depressive psychoses and affective syndromes
C:anze *arks on rewire depratthin and on non -psychotic affeche &turbo:xis

in W3f 171.

(10] this number not used]
C:entfr works on android persona/iv In W3f 19a

220 Organic (General or not insig.:ad elsewhere)
e.g., Psychoses associated with infections. convulsive disorders, neurologic

disorde.s

270 Drug dependence. Drug abuse

274 Alcohol

276 Cannabis

260 Cocaine
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WS PEDIATRICS WS

103 Normal mental growth and development. Child psycho: gy
C./osni, works on psychophysiological aspects In FIT. at. 0, physiotov of slitp in

wz, 101 on laterraty in WL 335; or with the system involved on vision and visual
perception in WW 103-105; on motor skills in WE 103-104.

.1033 Special topics, A-Z

.. ,..
-,

AS Attitudes and adjustments (to death, illness, divorce, etc.).0 Child rearing (Psychological aspects)
Classib general is including physiological problems with child wein WS 111

.C7 Cognition. Fantasy. Imagination

.C3 Communication. Verbal WI Moe
.D2 Decision making. Logic. Thinking. Concept formation.

Perception (Psychological)
Mail) work: on neurophysiological perception and spasific typa of

perception in WZ. 705 or with the organ Involved
.D3 Deprivation (economic, parental, etc.) and security"13 Emotions. Frustrations, etc.
13 Evaluation of psychological development (General)19 External influences (literature, motion pictures, television, war,

etc.)
.F2 Family relations. Birth order. Only child. Twins. Paran-child

relations. Father-child relations. Mother-child relations.
Sibling relations, etc.

.H.2 Handicapped child (Psychological problems)

.H7 Hospitalized child
C,'.' WA 310-320 Maternal and child welfark

.13 Interpersonal relations (doctor, peer, stranger, etc.).
Cf WS 105.156 Race relations. Classiffr works on dentist's relation

to the child in WU 480 on nurse's relation to the child in WY 159.

-M3 Mental health
CU* work: on school mental health in WA 352.

.M4 Morals
.M3 Motivation
23 Personality development
.125 Play
S3 Self
S4 Sex behavior
.S6 Social behavior. Social problems. Race relations

CA WS 105.315 Interpersonal relations.

107 The retarded child. Down's syndrome
Cassii, other material on child psychiatry in WS M4 on education of the mentally

retard.d in LC 4601-4640' on adult mental retardation in WM MO.

107.5 Special topics when related to the retarded child, A-Z

.B4 Biochemistry. Genetics.0 Case studies. Biographical accounts
.C6 Communication
.D3 Development Prognosis

- .F6 Foster Ulnae

. 155 143
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BY sysrEst

In the numbers for oath systems betide metal works on the &seam ease organs
af the system or o a *mid gONNI of t:beam teemsystem. Clas* works on slum
o f single 0111111 hem b s WS as. .1.mtreetasny edit child is % ma can&
workt me sayer, qf a woe adds the it ag.. Neurosurgery of the WM its WL
36L Case works es parthatkr &atm with the Alma except*. the three &tease
awnbess in WS 112442 .

260 Skin

270 Musculoskeletal system

230 Respiratory system

290 Cardiovascular system

300 Hank and lymphatic system

310 Gastrointestinal system

312 Diarrhea disorders

320 Urogenital system

322 Enuresis

330 Endocrine system

340 Nervous system

342 Gem cal patty

350 Child psychiatry. Child guidance (General) Psychoses
ci WS 107 The retarded WS C7arse sorbs o a spec* disorders in W3L

350.2 Therapy
C'actifir here wcIct a ot ell types of dierrqtyibr mental disorders olehaldrea Clang"

therapy of e pvtiader disorder with the disorder.

350.5 Psychoanalysis
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PEDIA2711C4 WS

350.6 Behavior disorders. Development disorders. Neuroses (General)
Mail, works on partirsdar neurotic disorders In WM 171-197.

3502 Special topics In child psychiatry, A-Z

A'S Aggression. Violence
.D3 Dehnse mechanisms
.H9 Hyperidnesis
.13 Idendty crisis
14 Inhibition
-TS Lying
23 Personality disorders
.R9 Runway reaction
.S6 Social behavior disorders

C:ksstAr works on aggresdon be WS 35alL44.

360 Pediatric gynecology (General)

366 Pediatric therapeutics (General)

368 Medical rehabilitation of physically handicapped children

BY AGE GROUP

405 Birth injuries

410 Premsmre infants

420 Newborn infants. Neonatology
Castro speafie diseases with the disease, creeps thou of the newborn only.

430 Infancy

440 Preschool child

450 Puberty

460 Adolescence (General)

462 Adolescent psychology
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MODELS FOR REA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Qbjective 6

Statement of Objective

Identify and describe NLM's application of descriptive cataloging
codes.

Genera! Description

Every examinee is expet:ted to understand NLM's application of the
various descriptive cataroging rules. Examinees should be familiar with
how NLM's application of various cataloging codes has differed from
LC's application, how this application has affected entries in
catalogs, what one can expect to find in various print sources of
bibliographic copy depz,nding on which rules were in force at the time,
how rule applications lr've affected catalogs over the years, and what
might be involved in adopting AACR2 in a health sciences library.

Content Limitations

Sources; Will be limited to the following:
1. Bradley, J. Hospital Library Manaaement. Chicago: MLA,

1983. Chapter 5
3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,

1982. vol. 2, chapter 5
3. Course guide to MLA CE 520: Descriptive Cataloging in Health

Sciences Libraries.

JCev Elements; Will include choice of main entries and formulation of
headings according to the NLM's application of the following cataloging
codes: ALA Cataloeint Rules for Author and Title Entries, (1949), AACR1
and AACR2.

Item Format I

Stimulus Attributes:

I. The stem presents a title page, and other preliminaries if needed,
and describes a cataloging situation.

2. 'he examinee is asked: *According to NLM's application of [name
appropriate cataloging code] the correct form of main entry for
this work is:"
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Response Attributes:

I. Four or five alternative responses will be listed, each consisting
of a possible main entry.

2. Responses may relate to the application of one or more cataloging
principles and may be derived from different cataloging codes.

3. All responses will be plausible; no response will be obviously
irrelevant to the uninformed examinee.

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You are cataloging the work, Management operations of the National
Cancer Institute that influence the governance of science. According to
NLM's application of AACR2 the correct form of main entry for this work
is:"

(Refer to attached title page and other preliminaries for complete
information)

1. De Vita, Vincent T., Jr.
2. De Vita, Vincent T., 1935-
3. National Cancer Institute (U.S.)
4. United States. National Cancer Institute.
5. Management operations of the National Cancer Institute that

influence the governance of science

Source: Course guide for MLA CE 520: Descriptive Cataloging in Health
Sciences Libraries, p.5-6.

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a title page, and other preliminaries if needed,
or describes a cataloging situation.

2. The examinee is asked: "According to NLM's application of [name
appropriate cataloging code] the correct form of entry for this
access point is:"
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be listed, each consisting
of a variation of the ne access point.

2. Respcnses may relate to the application of one or more cataloging
principles and may be derived from different cataloging codes.

3. All responses will be plausible; no response will be obviously
irrelevant to the uninformed examinee.

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You are cataloging the work, Management operations of the National
Cancer Institute that influence the governance of science. You want to
provide an access point for the government body that has published the
work. According to NLM's application of AACRI the correct form of entry
for this access point is:"

(Refer to attached title page and other preliminaries for complete
information)

National Cancer Institute (U.S.)
-,,.. United States. Dept. of Health and Human Services. Public

Health Service. National Institutes of Health. National
Cancer Institute.

3. United States. Public Health Service. National Institutes of
Health. National Cancer Institute.

4. United States. National Cancer Institute.
5. National Cancer Institute.

Source: Course guide for MLA CE 520: Descriptive Cataloging in Health
Sciences Libraries, p.5-6.
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MODELS FOR AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 7

Statement of Objective

Choose appropriate subject headin gs and subheadings based on an
understanding of MeSH vocabt;:,Iry and the principles of application of
NLM's cataloging practices and policies.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to be able to interpret entries in the MeSH
Annotated Alphabetic List and determine which main headings and
subheadings si.ould be assigned for materials covering complex or multi-
faceted subjects. Examinees should be able to interpret MeSH cataloging
and indexing annotations, and be familiar with NLM's cataloging
practices and policies in the use of MeSH.

Contents Limitations

Sources; Will be limited to the following:
1. MeSH Annotated Alphabetic Ljst
2. Course guide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification

Key Elements: Will include the assignment of main headings and all
types of subheadings (i.e., topical, geographic, form, la guage).

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents two or more descriptors, including all
annotations and references, from the Alphabetivial:.

2. The ex-xinee is asked: "According to NLM's cataloging practices
and policies, the correct (+ncorrect) main heading / subheading
combination is?"

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will. be listed, each consisting
of a major or minor descriptor. with or without subheadings.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible; none will be
obviously irrelevant to the marginally informed examinee.
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3. A responses may be incorrect when any of the following conditions
exist:
a) an inappropriate subheading is used with a main heading.
b) a minor descriptor is used
c) a subheading is used with a minor descrip4;:r
d) an allowable subheading is used with a major descriptor, but

NLM cataloging practice does not permit its use.
e) an incorrect combination of subheadings are used with a main

heading (e.g., 2 topical subheadings combined with the same
main heading)

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

The following entries appear in the MeSH Annotated Alphabetic List.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
N3.219.463..
mob Autos /MP istetbods / /tune
7S
u m Muni

INCOME
X ENDOWMENTS
XU BUDGETS
XU CAPITAL FINANCING
XU Cosuirrrnvz BIDDING
XU CONTRACT SERVICES
XI/ FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT. HOSPITAL
XU

FUNXU D
FINANCING. CONSTRUCTION

RALIINO
XU LEASING. PROPERTY
XU RUH MANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT'', HOSPITAL
P12.278.154.110 N3.219.43.210
/44.432.442.I10
oly Moos Amps hmstkoils Auld Maids
02)

vagyr FINANCIAL MANAOPMENT
X HOSPITAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

According to NLM's cataloging practices and policies, the correct mainheading / subheading combination is?"

1. Financial Managementeconomicstrends
2. Financial ManagementeconomicstrendsU.S.
3. Financial Management, Hospitaleconomics
4. Financial Management, HospitalU.S.
5. Financial ManagementeconomicsU.S.

Source: Course Guide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification, p. 12-
19.
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MODELS FOR AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Objective 8

Statement of Objective

Determine the most economic and prompt method for ordering health
sciences library material.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to know the methods of acquiring health
science library material, such as using a book jobber or subscription
agent, and be able to select the most appropriate method of acquiring a
particular type of mater1.11, recognizing the health sciences library's
relatively narrow subject scope, its emphasis on serials, Lad its
specia; need to provide speedy access to materials.

Content Limitations
Sources: Will be limited to the following:

1. Bradley, J. Hospital Library Management. Chiefly: MLA,
1983. Chapter 4

3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, chapters 3 & 8

3. Course guide to MLA CE 1120: Collection Development

Key Element.): Will include direct crei:r, agent or jobber, approval
plan, standing order, and deposit account in acquiring books, journals,
government publications, continuations, and non-book materials for
health sciences libraries.

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will identify a type of health sciences library material
to be acquired and a type of .pplier, such as publisher, book
jobber, or subscription agent, followed by the -uestion: "For
which of the following titles is this supplier the [most/least]
appropriate?"
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Respoast Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each consisting of relevant
information about a specific health sciences item, such as title,
publisher, date, and price.

2. A response may be incorrect because the material cannot be
acquired from that supplier.

3. A response may be incorrect because the material would be acquired
more slowly from tam supplier.

4. A response may be incorrect because the material would be acquired
at greater cost from that supplier.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only

Item Sample:

You are placing orders for new serials and are deciding which titles toorder from a subscription agent. For which of the following titles is
this suppiier most appropriate?

1. Drain research. Elsevier/North Holland. $8500/year

2. perfusion technology. American Association of Perfusion
Technologists. $35/year.

3. NIH bulletin, National Institutes of Health. Free.

4. Heart & lung, C. V. Mosby. $122/year.

Source: Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, p. 314



AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
HOSPITAL LIBRARY

Qbiectina

Statement of Objective

Select specific reference works or online sources in the health
sciences for specific information needs or problems.

General Dcsc, ption

The examinee must exhibit a depth of knowledge of specific print and
online sources, including their scope, coverage, content, arrangement,
and access points. This will also include a knowledge of the less
frequently used prim: and online sources.

Content Limitations

Sources: The examinee will be responsible for knowing the content of
sources listed in:

1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference
Sources in the Health Sciences, 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984.

2. Bradley, J. Hosnital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
Chapter 8

3. Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 1, chapters 5 & 6

Kev Elements;
1. Specific information need or problem
2. Specific nrint or online resources
3. Scope, coverage, content, arrangement, access points of

specific print and online resources

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents the information problem or need, followed by the
question: "Which of the following sources is [most/least] likely
to answer this question?" or "Which of the following is
Dnost/leastl [efficient/quick]?"

2. Each item will require selection of a specific print or online
resource which is the most/least app, Jpriate to answer the
question based on knowledge of scope, coverage, content,
arrangement, and access points.
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given.

2. Each response will consist of the complete title of a work or the
author's last name and the complete title of the work, depending
on how it is best known. All of this alternative will be titles
from sources li'ted under content limitations.

3. Only one correct answer will be possible. The other alternatives
may meet part of the stimulus but not all of it.

4. An incorrect response may have a title which suggests that it is
the correct answer without in fact being the correct answer.

5. An incorrect response may include related information but not meet
the condition "most/least" required in the stem.

Criterion for Credit:
Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample 1:

A physician is seeking information on family planning practices in
India and China. Which of the following sources is nuin likely to
answer this question?

1. EMBASE
2. DIRLINE
3. BIOSIS Previews
4. POPLINE

Source: Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference
Surces in the Health Sciences, 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA 1984,
p. 75.
NLM Online Services Reference Manual 2.4.1, 2.4.2

Item Sample 2:

A physician has come to you asking for information on the interactions
of two drugs. Which of the following is kali likely to answer this
question?

1. Evaluations of Drug Interactions
2. Hansten's Drug Interactions
3. Martindale: The Extra Pharmacopoeia
4. The Merck Index: An Encyclopedia of Chemicals, Drugs and

Biologicals

Source: Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference
Sources 'n the Health Sciences. 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA. 1984,
p. 130.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
HOSPITAL LIBRARY

Objective 2

Statement of Objective

Determine the appropriate subject headings and subheadings based on an
understanding of MeSH vocabulary and the principles of application for
information retrieval.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to be able to interpret entries in the MeSH
Annotated Alohabetic List and determine which main headings and
subheadings should be used when searching Index Medicu.., MEDLINE, or
the card catalog. Examinees should be able to interpret MeSH scope
notes, cross references, dates and cataloging and indexing annotations,
and be familiar with NLM's cataloging practices and policies in the use
of MeSH.

Contents Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Front matter of the MeSH Annotated Aloha tic List and Index

Medicus
2. Course guide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification
3. Feinglos, S. MEDLINE: a basic guide to searching, 1985.
4. Roper, F., Boorkman, J.A., Introduction to Reference Sources

in the Health Sciences, 1984.

Key Elements: Will include the assignment of main headings and all
types of subheadings (i.e., topical, geographic, form, language)
according to NLM's cataloging practices for creation of entries in a
card catalog; the choice of headings and subheadings used to search
MEDLINE or the printed Index Medicus; the interpretation of MeSH notes
and other annotations.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attribute:

1. The stem presents a searching situation for the printed index
Medicus or for MEDLINE, followed by the statement: "The MeSH
Annotated Alphabetic List contains the following entry
(entries): ".
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2. The complete entry fr3m MeSH including scope notes, cross
references, dates and other annotations are presented.

3. The examinee is asked: "Based on this entry (these entries), which
of the following statements is true ;false) for searching [name
appropriate source, i.e., printed Index Medicus, MEDLIDT]?"

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given each relating to
the MeSH entries given in the stem.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible; none will be
obviously irrelevant to the marginally informed examinee.

3. A response may be incorrect due to: inappropriate interpretation
of content notes, searching notes, date, or cross reference
structure.

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample 1:

You are searching the printed jndex Medicus for references on the topic
of temporomandibular joint syndrome from 1966 to the present. The MOIL
Annotated A1',habetic List contains the following entries:

1..1e0ROMANDIBULAR JODI? DISEASES
CS.00305...
um asno Wm: Dr: TM) Da
U

TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOLT SYNDROME
CLSCROPIAI CLISINISJOS
CLMLOLSOS
nee area Mess 0 nil mamma
rk ,was COITIE43 SYNDROME 19672
WI TIMOROMANDIBULAR JOINT sysootosa to arch COSTENS
SYNDROME Wit ant NM
X COSTENS SYNDROME
X MYOFASCIAL PAIN DYSFT:NCTION SYNDROME.

TEMPOROMANDIELLAR roorr
XR FACIAL MN

Based on these entries, which of the following statements is trim for
searching the printed Index Medicus?

1. COSTEN'S SYNDROME is a "see" reference to TEMPOROMANDIBULAR
JOINT DISEASES

2. TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME is searchable back through
1966

3. The data firm abbreviation TMI DIS is searchable
4. The data form abbreviation TMJ SYNDROME is searchable
5. COSTEN'S SYNDROME should be used from 1966 to 1972

Source: Preliminary pages of the MeSH Annotated Alphabetic List,
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Item Sample 2:

You are searching in MEDLINE for references on the topic of
temporomandibular joint syndrome from 1966 to the present. The MeSH
Annotated Alphabetic List contains the following entries:

TEMPOROMANDEBLIAR JOLT DLSEASES
C3-130.103
ems ism Wm: DP YM1 DISa

TEMPOROWNDIBULAR JOLT SYNDROME
CS.103,107.7S1 CLIMMILSOS
CUSLOSLIOS
som show DF: De SYNDROME
73: lom COSMO SYNDROME IN -Z

YESIFOILOSIANDIEL/LAR JOUR SYNDROME so .mica COSTOI
SYNDROME dm ISM
X COSTINS SYNDROME
X MY0FASCIAL PAIN DYSFUNCTION SYNDROME.

11131FOROMANDISULMI JOINT
XI FACIAL PALM

Based on these entries, which of the following statements is Lain for
searching MEDLINE?

1. COSTEN'S SYNDROME is a "see" reference to TEMPOROMANDIBULAR
JOINT SYNDROME

2. TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT SYNDROME is searchable back through
1966

3. The data form abbreviation TMJ DIS is searchable
4. The data form abbreviation TMJ SYNDROME is searchable
5. COSTEN'S SYNDROME should be used from 1966 to 1972

Source: Preliminary pages cf the MeSH Annotated Alphabetic List.
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Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1

1. The stem presents a searching situation for the card c'4talog
followed by the statement: "The ASH Annotated Al'ihabetic List
contains the following entry (entries): ".

2. The complete entry from MeSH including scupe notes, cross
references, dates, and other annotations are presented.

3. The examinee is asked: "Based on this entry (these entries), which
of the following entries would you expect to find (not find) in
the card catalog?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given each relating to
the MeSH entries given in the stem.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible; none will be
obviously irrelevant to the marginally informed examinee.

3. A response may be incorrect when any of the following conditions
exist:
a) an inappropritte subheading is used with a main heading
b) a minor descriptor is used, with or without a subheading, for

an entry in the card catalog
c) an incorrect combination of subheadings are used with a main

heading for a card catalog entry
d) a content note, indexing or cataloging note, dates, or cross

references are interpreted incorrectly

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample:

You are searching in your card catalog for books on the subject of
statistical information of health occupations. The MeSH Annotated
Alohabetic List contains the following entries:

HEALTH MANPOWER
1412.330+

0E14 °Mr Prefer /empower with twine heediodo: whom OEN a IM. do
nor em /aloe ( HEALTH OCCUPATIONS Maw) n000Pesw /wPa
CATALOG: /good /fora
.I
X HEALTH OCCUPATIONS MANPOWER
X HEALTH PERSONNEL

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
02+
only /a= /Woo Mit /seed Mende /in . HEALTH MANPOWER:
for With oda try HEALTH MANPOWER or ALLIED HEALTH
PERSONNEL or PHYSICIANS' ASSISTANTS CATALOG: /pod
/foes
4$ tees HEALTH PROFESSIONS IS.1-67
ire HEALTH OCCUPATIONS to arra HEALTH PROFESSIONS beckaro IN
X ALLIED HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
X HEALTH PROFESSIONS
XR OCCUPATIONS

Based on these entries, which of the following entries would you na
expect to find in the card catalog?

1. Health Manpower statistics
2. Health Manpower U.S. -- statistics
3. Health Occupations trends statistics
4. Health Occupations U.S. statistics
5. Health Occupations manpower statistics

Source: Course guide for CE 524: MeSH and NLM Classification, p. 12-
19.
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Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a searching situation for the printed Index
Medicus or for MEDLINE, followed by the statement: "The MeSH

Alohab tic Li' contains the following entry
(entries):".

2. The complete entry from MeSH including scope notes, cross
references, dates and other annotations are presented.

3. The examinee is asked: "Based on this entry (these entries), which
of the following entries would you expect to find (not find) in
[name appropriate source, i.e., MEDLINE, printed Index Medicus)?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given each relating to
the MeSH entries given in the stem.

2. All responses will be superficially plausible; none will be
obviously irrelevant to the marginally informed examinee.

3. A response may be incorrect due to: inappropriate interpretation
of content notes, searching notes, date, cross reference
structure, Of main heading/subheading combination.

4. Only one correct answer will be possible.

Criterion for Credit:

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample:

You are searching in the printed index Medicus for references on the
topic of statistical information of health occupations. The MeSH
Annotated Alphabetic List, contains the following entries:

HEALTH MANPOWER
PIL330+
OEN °Mr prefer /ossoowor isiti spook Widow wog 'PEN & IM. dosot ow Yoke too HEALTH OCCUPATIONS /rive) /r Apower /argotCATALOG: /pog /for s
GI

X HEALTH OCCUPATIONS MANPOWERX HEALTH PERSONNEL

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
03+
Qtly Atom /odic Atist /stood /amok nom HEALTH MANPOWER;too 1st* mks try HEALTH MANPOWER or ALLIED HEALTH
PERSONNEL or PHYMCIANS' ASSISTANTS CATALOG: /peg/funs
Mt woo HEALTH Plt0t.:SSIONS I4M3-47
ass HEALTH OCCUPATIONS to Nora HEALTH PROFESSIONS backNino 1166

X ALLIED HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
X HEALTH PROFESSIONS
XR OCCUPATIONS

Based on these entries, which of the following entries would you expect
to find in the printed IngraMedicus?

1. HEALTH MANPOWER / statistics
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS / statistics

3. HEALTH OCCUPATIONS / manpower
4. HEALTH OCCUPATIONS / supply & distribution
5. HEALTH MANPOWER / supply & distribution

Source: Preliminary pages of the MeSH Annotated Alphabetic List.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
HOSPI1 AL LIBRARY

Objective 3

Statement of Objective

Interpret the elements of a collection development 1. .icy in order to
select or weed materials in a health sciences library.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to compare and weigh the importance of
the various elements of a collection development policy for making
selection and de-selection decisions. The examinee is expected to
apply selection criteria for all types of health sciences library
materials, including such formats as monographs, serials, audiovisual
software, and computer software.

Content Limitations

Sources: Will be limited to the following:
1. Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference

Sources in thg Health Sciences. 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984.
chapter 11

2. Bradley, J. Hospital Library Manakement. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
chapters 3 & 10

3. Handbook of Medical J. brary Practice. 4th ed. Ch.cago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, chapter 2

4. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Development

Key Elements: Will include elements commonly found in collection
development policies, such as definitions of terms, description of user
population, scope and coverage by subject, and guidelines regarding
format, type of material, price, aser demand, date of publication,
language, multiple copies, replacements, retention and withdrawals.
More difficult areas of selection will be addressed, including gifts,
exchange, cooperative agreements with other libraries, etc.
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Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem reproduces 3 or more elements of a collection development
policy that influence selection decisions, such as a description
of a specific user group, scope and coverage of a subject,
exclusion of a format, limitation by publication date, a poi! :y on
multiple copies, limitation by price, or a cooperative agreement
with other libraries.

2. The stem concludes with a question in the following format:
"Based on these criteria, which of the following titles would you
select [first /1g1,] to (add to/weed from] your collection?"

3. Each question will require weighing the relation of the different
parts of the collection policy in making title-specific decisions.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each describing a real or
hypothetical title and including enough information to allow the
examinee to make a selection decision, such as author, title,
place, publisher, date, price, eviderce of demand, etc.

2. None of the responses will meet all of the criteria for selection.

3. Every incorrect response will meet at least one of the criteria.

4. The correct response will meet more of the criteria than any other
response.

Criicria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample:

Your collection policy includes, among others, the following
eta tements:

Materials in Cardiology, Orthopedics, and Pediatrics will be
collected at the research level.

Monographs are usually purchased within 3 years of
publication date. Older monographs are seldom acquired.

Clinical monographs published in countries other than the
United States, Great Britain, and Canada are rarely acquired.

Monographs that have been requested on interlibrary loan or
recommended by users, and are on clinical medical subjects,
are seriously considered for purchase.

Based on these criteria, which of the following titles would you select
flu to add to your collection?

1. McCarver, Timothy. Intei _retina heart souggil
Geneva : World Health Organization, 1982.

2. Fuller, Michael, ed. jatrogenic infections.
Sydney, NSW : Collins, 1985.

3. Leahy, Donald. Surgical treatment of penetrating wounds.
Boston : Little Brown, 1981.

4. Weisman, Gregor. Differential diagnosis.
Copenhagen : Munksgaard, 1982. (Recommended by Cardiology
resident).

5. Carlson, David. Communicable diseases in childhood. New
York : Academic Press, 1983. (Requested on interlibrary
loan).

Source: Bradley, J. $osnital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
p. 32-33.
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Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents one or more elements of a collection development
policy that influence selection decisions, such as a description
of a specific user group, scope and coverage of a subject,
exclusion of a format, limitation by publication date, a policy on
multiple copies, limitation by price, or a cooperative agreement
with other libraries.

2. The stem then describes a title being considered for purchase,
including information relating to the collection development
policy elements described above and other information that may
affect interpretation of the elements. -

3. The stem may also present an environmental situation, such as
"your library has a very limited budget this year" or "you have
just been given a donation of x dollars to purchase materials."

4. The examinee is then asked: "Based on the selection criteria
listed above, which one of the following purchase decisions will
you make?"

5. Each item will require weighing the different parts of the
collection policy in making title-specific decisions.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each consisting of one of
the following purchase decisions:

a) Do not purchase
b) Purchase at a later time
c) Purchase now

2. Each response will also include a reason for the decision, such
as:

a) easily available elsewhere
b) too expensive
c) low priority addition to the collection
d) it was a recommendation
e) it has never been requested on interlibrary loan
f) it will be used frequently
g) your collection already has sufficient materials in this

area

3. Each response should force the examinee to discriminate among the
selection criteria.

4. A response may b :ncorrect because it represents an incorrect
purchase decision.
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5. A response may be incorrect because it includes an inappropriate
reason for the purchase decision.

6. Only the correct response will represent the correct decision and
the most appropriate reason for the decision.

Criteria for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

Your collection policy states (in part):

- Materials that cost more than $100 are rarely acquired
without evidence of need.

- Materials that are readily available on interlibrary loan are
rarely acquired without evidence of need.

You are considering purchasing an audiovisual entitled The Human Brain,
In evaluating the title you have noted the following information:

ammisissmissanisseassmainsaratatasansintimmumsmanintanwasatias. ansiumassuarammisasamaillisMara
Date of Publication

Format

Producer

Audience

Production quality

Price

Availability other
than by purchase

Potential use

Related items in
collection

User requests

1

1

1986

16 mm film

American Medical Association

adult, health professionals

excellent

5300

Available on loan from a library in
a neighboring region

6 times per year, by 3 or more
departments

one 16 mm film, 8 years old, fair
quality, used 5 times last year

Recommended by the chairman of the
Department of Neurology
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You have a very limited budget this year. Which one of the following
purchase decisions will you wake?

1. Do not purchase; easily available elsewhere
2. Do not purchase; too expensive
3. Purchase later; your collection already has sufficient

materials in this area
4. Purchase now; it was recommended

Source: Bradley, J. Jlosoital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983,
p. 171.



AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
HOSPITAL LIBRARY

Objective 4

Statement of Objective

Select approrwiate online and print sources for bibliographic
verification of health sciences materials in all formats.

General Description

Every examinee is expected to be able to select the most appropriate
online or print source to verify the bibliographic elements of an item
to le ordered. Examinees should be able to select the most or least
appropriate source for verification of health sciences monographs,
serials, and materials in specialized formats, such as government
publications, technical reports, and audiovisuals.

Content Limitations

Sources; Will be limited to the following:
Roper, F. and Boorkman, J.A. Introduction to Reference,
Sources in the Health Sciences, 2nd ed. Chicago: MLA, 1984,
chapter. 6, 11, & 14

2. Bradley, J. Hospital Library f .dalement. Chicago: MLA, 1983.
Chapte- 4 & 10

3. Handbook of Medical Library Practicer 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, chapter 3

4. Course Guide for CE 112: Collection Development

jCev Elements; Will include standard as well as lesser used online and
print sources of bibliographic information for health sciences
materials in all formats.

It..:31 Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will describe a type of health sciences publication to be
purchased and a particular element to be verified, followed by one
of the following questions: "Which of the following is the ken
source to verify this information?" or "Which of the following is
nol an appropriate source for verifying this information?"

2. Each item will require identification of specific verification
sources.
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Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each consisting of the full
title of an online and/or print verification source.

2. A response may be incorrect because it does not contain the
information requested.

3. A response may be incorrect because it includes some of the
information requested, but not all of it.

Criterion fo', Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item "Ample:

You :;.7.-..:.: like to purchase a National Library of Medicine document but
you need to verify the price before ordering. Which of the followingis gm an appropriate source for verifying this information?

1. National Library of Medicine News
2. GPO Salts Publications Reference File
3. Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
4. MEDOC
5. National Library of Medicine Current Catalog

Sources: Handbook of Medical Library Practice, 4th ed. Chicago: MLA,
1982. vol. 2, p. 111-113
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
HOSPITAL LIBRARY

Objective 5

Statement of Objective

Identify principles of effective management in hospital library
services.

General Description

Each examinee should be able to identify the principles and practices
of planning, staffing, marketing and/or evaluating hospital library
services.

Content Limitations

Sourcev Bradley, J. liosnital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.

iCev Elements Elements and types of planning, basic principles o
marke:ing/promoting library services; personnel administration,
including recruitment, interviewing, supervision, and evaluation of
library staff and volunteers; classes and strategies for evaluation of
library services, including performancl measures and quality assurance
techniques; factors in managerial communication.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

I. The stem describes a library service or program for which some
alteration is being considered.

2. The stem may include a summary of steps already taken in
implementing the propLfsed change.

3. The stem concludes with a question: "Of the steps li ted below,
which should you take next/first/last?"

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five alternative responses will be given, each of which is
a step in plannirs, marketing, staffing, communicating or
evaluating library services.

2. Each distractor must be plausible and management-r. lated, although
not necessarily related to the area of management under specific
ccasideration in the particular item.
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3. Responses may be determined as incorrect if out-of-sequence or
inappropriate to the process required.

4. Each response will be a single step; no response will involve the
combination of steps previously cited.

S. Only one response will be completely correct.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You are considering implementing a service for the hospital library. Of
the steps listed below, which should be taken first?

1. Establish objectives for the service
2. Establish a policy for the service
3. Perform a needs assessment
4. Review institutional goals

Source: Ere Alty, J. flosnitaL L jrary Management, Chicago: MLA, 1983,
p. 201.

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem contains the statement "You have an ongoing service in
your library which you wish to improve/evaluate/market."

2. The stem may include a description of the situation and steps
already taken.

3. The stem concludes with the following "Of the
steps/approaches/techniques, etc., cited below, which would be
taken first/last/next OR would be most/least appropriate?"

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be given, each a plausible element in
managemen', but not necessarily in the area of specific
consideration in this particular item.

2. Each r' ,)onse will be singular; no response will combine responses
previously cited.

3. Responses will be incorrect if they are out-of-sequence or
inappropriate to the process described.
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4. Only one response will be correct.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

You have an ongoing set of procedures for cataloging in your library
which you wish to evaluate. The purposes of the program are clear and
the claim on staff time it veil documented. Of the questions cited
below, which is likely to y Aeld the least helpful information for
evaluation of the program?

1. What materials are needed?
2. Can the routine be simplified?
3. What alternatives might accomplish the same or similar

purposes?
4. What role does the library committee play?

Source: Bradley, J. Hospital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983,
p. 324.

Item Format 3

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a definition of a term or phrase relevant to
marketing, staffing, planning, or evaluation of hospital library
services.

Response Attributes:

1. To comrrchend principles and concepts of effective financial
resource management in hospital libraries.

2. Each distractor will be incorrect by definition.

3. Only one response will be correct.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.
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Item Sample:

anticipates institutional changes and analyzes how these
changes may affect library services.

1. Management by objectives
2. Program planning
3. Project management
4. Quality assurance
5. Long-range planning

Source: Bradley, J. }Iosoital ' ibrary Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983,
p. 204.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINATION
HOSPITAL LIBRARY

Objective 6

Statement 1 Objective

Understand principles and practices in the effective utilization of
hospital library facilities and space.

General Description

Every examinee should be able to demonstrate knowledge of the
principles which guide hospital librarians in the planning and
management of hospital library facilities.

Content Limitations

Source: Bradley, 3. ilosoital Librar" Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983.

Key Elements: Space planning roles, space requirements and estimation
techniques, planning documents, design and construction considerations,
transfers and moves.

Item Format

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem will address a single issue/problero/principle related to
space/facilities planning or management.

2. The stem will be introduced by a form of the question: Which of
the following is the most/least useful/appr ,priate/likely ...
followed by the descririon of an issue/problem/principle of
space/facilities planning or management in hospital libraries.

3. All distractors will be plausible and related to management
although not necessarily to spare /facilities management.

4. Only one response will be completely correct.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each consisting of a word,
phrase, or sentence.

2. All distractors will be presented in parallel form.

3. All distractors will be plausible and related to management
although not necessarily to space/facilities management.
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Only .. e response will be completely correct.

-riterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Simple:

Which of tne following purposes is least likely to be served by a
written space program for the hospital library?

1. Assists in developing initial planning concepts
2. Helps in the process of analyzing space needs
3. Provide a persuasive document to lobby for new space
4. Clarifies the librarian's role in the hospital organization

Source: Bradley, J. hospital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983,
p. 281.
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AREA OF CONCENTRATION EXAMINA-rION
HOSPITAL LIBRARY

f aira 11;2_

Statement of Objective

Comprehend principles and concepts of effective financial resource
management in hospital libraries.

General Description

Every examinee should be acquainted with basic principles of financial
management and should understand the terminology used in budgeting for
library services.

Content Limitations

Source: Bradley, J. Hospital Library Manage= _.,. Chicago: MLA, 1983.

Kev Elements: Hospital financial systems, sources of funding, types of
budgets and budget systems, tne budgeting process, funding equivalents,
sunk costs, opportunity costs, cost analyses, net present value
calculations.

Item Format 1

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem is a definition or description of a term, principle or
concept in financial management, displayed as a graphic or a
narrative.

Response Attributes:

1. Four or fi re responses will be listed, each cons:sting c s single
word, phrase, or acronym.

2. Responses may be spelled out or presented as acronyms, but all
shov'd be parallel within a stem.

3. All distractors should be plausible and management-related,
although not necessarily related to financial management.

4. Distractors shall be incorrect by definition.

5. Distractors shall not include combinations of other responses.

6. Only one response will be completely correct.
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Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given for the correct answer only.

Item Sample:

is a techniques in which the budget prepa.er tabulates
individually all expenses to come up with an overall amount for the
coming year.

1. Cost-based budgeting
2. Add-on budgeting
3. Lump-sum budgeting
4. Zero-based budgeting

Source: Bradley, J. Hospital Library Manattement Chicago: MLA, 1983,
pp. 220-222.

Item Format 2

Stimulus Attributes:

1. The stem presents a problem or situation in financial resource
management, displayed in graphic or narrative form.

2. The stem concludes with a question:
(1) Which of the following should/should not be the

first/last/next steps in solving/addressing the problem?
(2) Which of the following is/is not useful in solving/addressing

the proolem/situ4. art?

Response Attributes:

1. Four or five responses will be listed, each consisting of a
letter, term, phrase.

2. Distractors will be presented in parallel format within the item.

3. All distractors will be plausible and management-related, although
not necessarily related to financial management.

4. Distractors shall not iniude combinations of other distractors.

5. Only one response will be completely c rrect.

Criterion for Credit

Credit will be given fur the correct answer only.



Item Sample 1:

Sample Library Budget
Statistical Comparative Line

I. PERSONNEL

1986
Budget

1987
Budget

Increase
or

Decrease
Percent
Chance

A. Salaries 51.05,00J S127,000 +22,000 +21%
B. Pension 28,000 21,000 - 7,000 -25%
C. Social Security 12100 10,500 - 1,500 -13%
D. Health Insurance Zail 2.500 + 500 ±211

S 147,000 (A) S161,000) +S14,000 +10%

IL OTHER THAN
PERSONNEL

A. Administrative
Fees

B. Library
S 5,000 S 5,000 AMIIIIMI

Materials 28,000 26,200 - 1,800 - 6%
C. Library Services 23,000 24,700 + 1,700 + 7%
D. Operation &

Maintenance 40,500 45,765 + 5,265 -13%
E. Capital

Expenditures 12,000 13,800 + 1,800 +15%
F. Memberships 250 150

Subtotal 5108,750 (B)S115,715 4 6,965

_
+ 5%

TOTAL (E)S255,750 (C)S276,715 (D)+20,965 + 8%

If an add-on budget system is to be used next year for the budget displayed
above, vitich line must be used initially to develop the budget?

1. A
2. B
3. D
4. E
S. C

Source: Bradley, J. HOSDItai Library Ntanatement. Chicago: N11..A, 1983,
pp. 221.
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Item Sample 2:

You are preparing your budget request for journals next year and have
collected the following data:

A. # of times each 'journal title circulated last year
B. # of times each journal title was photocopied last year
C. Amount spent for journal subscriptions last year

Which of the following would be the most useful information to add next
to this list?

1. * of ILL's for journals last year?
2. * of journals owned in each subject area
3. Average cost per title for journals owned
4. Estimated inflation rate on journals

SJurce: Bradley, J. Hospital Library Management. Chicago: MLA, 1983,
pp. 226.
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APPENDIX VI

MEMO TO ITEM WRITERS (Sample)

To: Item Writers

From: Editorial Panel for the Certification and Registration
Examination

We are very pleased that you are submitting items for consideration
for the Examination. We have a big job ahead of us as we prepare a
new Examination covering a wide variety of subject areas and levels
of difficulty. Your assistance is crucial to the success of the new
Examination.

Submit each item on s separate form, giving the Panel LI much detail
as possible about each item. Of particular importance is the
citation giving the source of the correct answer. If the form does
not have complete information. your materials will be returned
without review, and you will be askei to submit the missing
insormation.

Each item should be submitted to the Editor, who initiates the
Panel's review process which follows:

1. The item is sent to a Panel member for review.
a. Is the examination type specified and is it appropriate?
b. Does the item conform to the objective?
c. Does the item meet the model specification for that

objective?
d. Is the item accurate and does it have only one correct

answer?
e. Does the source provide the correct answer?
f. Does the item seem reasonable in view of the stated

objective?

2. At this point, the Panel member will recommend one of three
possible actions:

a. Accept the item as a part of the data bank.
b. Accept the item with ve-4 minor revision (mostly

editorial).
c. Reject the item and discard it.

3. The Fatal as a whole will review each of the items after the
initial recommendation has been made and will come to consensus
as to its final disposition.

To maintain examination confidentiality and credibility, you will not
be notified as to whether or not your item was accepted. However, in
order to provide recognition for those of you who have taken the time
and effort to participate in the item writing process, the Panel will
publish a list of persons who have submitted items in the MLA
Mows. Our sLcere appreciation goes along with this recognitioJ
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PLEASE SEND ALL ITEMS TO
THE EDITOR OF THE MLA CERTIFICATION /REGISTRATION EXAMINATION

1987/88 Edito'
Rick B. Foramen

Dennison Library
University of Colorado Health Science Center

42C0 East Ninth Avenue
Deaver, Colorado 8026 2

303/394-5125

The current Editor's name and address and the names of the Editorial
Panel are listed in the MLA Directory with the committees.
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APPENDIX VII

MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
EXAMINATION ITEM

Wow print or type)

For which exam is the item intended?

0 General (Indicate which section) O Ares of Concentration (Indicate which exam)

0 Health Care Environment 0 Public Services
0 Public Services 0 Technical Services
0 Technical Services 0 Hospital Library Manageme.,

Whet is the objective number?

Stem

Dist actors (The correct answer should by the last option.)

3.

4.

5.

Item Format?

ITEM REVIEW (PANEL USE ON,Y)

Date Received Panel Reviewer

Remmendstion Data

Accept 0 Accept with Minor Revision 0
Date Accepted MPL

Deus Used

Date of Withdrawal

Reason

Date Sent

Discard 0
Databenk Number

lf16
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Item form 2

Explain whet the item is intended to do.

Explain wty each of the first four &tractors is incorrect and why the fifth is correct.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Give the source of the correct answer (exact citation).

Submitted t.
Name

Address

Oty

Ana Code

State Zip

Numbs,' Famnsion

209107
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APPENDIX IX

EVALUATION

WILL YO! DO US A FAVOR?

The Editorial Panel for the MLA Certification/Registration Examination is
interested in knowing whether this manual has been useful to you in
developing questions for the Examination. Plerse help us by reacting to
the questions below and returning your response to:

Editor. MLA Certification/Registration Examination
Medical Library Association
919 North Michigan Avenue
Suite 3208
Chicago. Illinois 60611

Row helpful were the fo._ sing components of the Manual for Item Writer:a

Information about Certification
Information about the Examination

Basic Considerations for Item Writers
Hints for Writers

Preparing the Item-as-a-Whole
Formulating the Stem
Generating Distracter Options

The Review Process

Appendices
Performance Objectives
Sample Items
Item Models

Very Somewhat Not very

What suggestions do you have that would make the next edition of this
manual aorl helpful to persons writing items for the MLA Examination?

Name Date/or vial)


